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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP OF VfiB IOUS GRADES
OF FRESH AND CANNED VEGETA.BLESl
II. CANNED T01!ATO JUICE
by
W. A. Gould, Rees B. Davis, James O. Mavis and Fred Krantz, Jr.2
Ohio Agricultural Experimental Station
and
Norman C. Healy
ligr1cultural Mal:'keting Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture
INTRODUCTION
This project was initiated in 1949 in Ohio as a cooperative
study with the U. S. Department of Agriculture and the Ohio Agricultural
Experiment Station in accordance with provisions of the A.gricultural
Marketing Act of 1946. The U. S. Standards for Grades of Canning
Tomatoes and the U. S. Standards for Grades of Tomatoes for Manufacture
of Strained Tomato Products have been v:idely used by both canners
and gr~qers since their issuance. Likevnse, the U. S. Standards
for Grades of Canned Tomatoes" Tomato Juice, and Tomato Puree
have been used extensively by canners and distributors of processed
foods. To date a limited amount of research has been devoted to
the relationship of the yield, in cases per ton, a.nd the grade of
canned tomatoes and tomato products which may be packed from given
quantities and grades of the fresh product. Grow(~rs and processors,
as well as officials of the cooperating agencies, have believed for
some time that accurate data should be obtained through research
to show the relationship bet~een the grades of fresh and processed
tomatoes and tomato products.
1. This work was conducted as a part of a cooperative project between
the Ne1'[ York (Geneva), Purdue and Ohio figriculturalExperiment
Stations and U.S.D.A. under the Agricultural Marketing Act of 1946.
2. Formerly Research .A.ssistant, Ohio Agricllltural Experiment Station;
present address - Campbell Soup Company, Camden, New Jersey,
..
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2This research project on tomatoes, therefore, has been
developed with the following objectives:
(1) Determine quality of tomato juice from various qualities
of raw tomatoes;
(2) Study the most advantageous use which might be made of
various grades of raw tomatoes for manufacture of specific
grades of canned tomato juice;
(3) Ascertain possible improvements in the U. S. Standards
for Tomatoes for Manufacture of Strained Tomato Products
and.U.S. Standards for Grades of Tomato Juice in order
to increase the usefulness of such grades,
This report is limited to the study of the relationship of the
grade of tomato juice which may be manufactured from various grades
of fresh tomatoes.
EXPERn~ENTAL METHODS
Varieties
Research work was started during the 1949 tomato canning season
and continued through the 1952 season. In 1949, Rutgers and
Stokesdale varieties were grown at the Northwest Test Farm of
the Ohio Agricultural Experimental Station at Holgate, Ohio. In
1950, two varieties, Rutgers and Stokesdale, alld in 1951, three
varieties, Rutgers, Stokesdale and Long Red were grmm1 on the
Horticultural Farm at The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
In 1952 only the Rutgers variety was gr~~ on the Horticultural
Farm at The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
.. ·r ,.
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9rowing Practices
During all four years the tomatoes v'!fere gro11Vl1 in accordance
with acceptable commercial practice for production of canning
tomatoes in Ohio. In 1949, the tomatoes were grown on Paulding
clay soil vrith 200 Ibs. of cyanamid and 800 Ibs. of 0-12-12
fertilizer plowed down. In 1950, 19$1, and 1952, the tomatoes
1\Tere gro'wn on a silt loam soil, with green manuring crop (rye)
plowed dm~ prtor to planting. In 1950, the tomato field received
approximately t~~enty tons of manure per acre, In 1950, 1951,
and 1952, 1000 lbs. of 5-10-10 fertilizer was disked in at the
time of fitting the soil approximately two weeks before planting
date. In all four years the tomato plants were started in flats
in the greenhouse, conditioned in cold frames and transplanted
in the field as soon as danger of the last killing frost had
passed. No starter solution was used at the time of transplanting,
but in 1950, 1951, and 1952, the plants were irrigated immediately
after transplanting.
At seven to ten day intervals throughout the growing season,
up to harvest time, the plants were sprayed with fixed copper
alternating ~dth Ziram (Zerlate) to control early blight, late
blight, anthracnose, and dusted follo~Qng University recommendations
to control flea beetles and aphids.
Harvesting was started when the fruits were mature enough to
comply with the quality (Table A) as desired for processing in the
pilot plant (Table B). The first picking of both varieties was
started on September 2 in 1949 and ended on September 30; in 1950,
picking was started on Stokesdale August 28 and finished September 16;
.'
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4picking of Rutgers started Augu$t 28 and finished September 26.
In 1951, picking was started on August 9 for Stokesdale and finished
on August 29; picking of Long Red started on August 9 and finished
September 13; picking of Rutgers started on August 13 and finished
September 18. In 1952, picking of Rutgers was started on August 8
and finished on September 25. Harvesting was continued at weekly
intervals until the tomatoes became too small in size to be
handled by the processing machinery or until the plants and fruits
were killed by frost.
Quantity Packed
Dul'ing the 1949 canning season, 48 lots of tomato juice were
processed. In 1950, 101 lots were processed; in 1951, 200 lots,
and in 1952, 64 lots of tomato juice were processed making a total
of 413 lots of tomato juice for the four years.
Raw Products Gradins
Prior to processing, the fresh tomatoes were graded by an
official inspector (a different inspector was used each year) of
the Federal-State Fruit and Vegetable Inspection Service. Each
tomato was graded and segregated indi~idually according to the
factors of color and defects as outlined in the U. S. Standards for
Manufacture of Strained Tomato Products. (Table A).
A grading table shaded from direct sunlight was provided
outside the tomato processing pilot plant at The Ohio State
University. The official inspector handled each fruit individually
and segregated the tomatoes into four grades as follows:
• I
I'
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5(1) U. S. No. 1;
(2) U. S. No. 2 for color (U. S. No.1 for defects);
(3) u. s. No. 2 for defects (U. S. No.1 for color);
(4) Culls.
For certain lots the inspector further distinguished between U. S.
No. l's for color by separating them into lots designated as high
U. S. No. l's for color and 12! U. S. No. lIs for color. Likewise,
the U. S. No. 2's for color were separated into high U. S. No. 2's
(approximately 80% good red color up to 90% good red color) and
~ U. S. No. 2'5 (approximately 66 2/3% good red color up to
80% good red color) for color.
Tomatoes graded rold sorted by the inspector were recombined
in lots of definite percentages (Table B) and processed usually
within two hours after grading.
Processing Methods
A flow diagram of the canned tomato, tomato juice and tomato
pulp operations is shrn~ in Figure 1. The specific steps in the
pilot plant processing of tomato juice are discussed below.
In 1949 and 1950, 100 pound lots were prepared according to
the percentage of U. S. No. Its, U. S. No. 2's for color, u. s.
No. 2's for defects, and culls for processing tomato juice (Table B).
In 1951 and 1952, 100 pound lots were prepared as in 1949 and 1950;
and, in addition, ,00 and 1000 pound lots were also prepared and
processed in the pilot plant, primarily for yield studies.
The lots of tomatoes for juice manufacture were placed in an
air-agitated washer for three to five minutes, then conveyed on
a roller type washer which elevated the tomatoes up under a 120-130
This page intentionally blank
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TABLE A. U. S. Standards for Tomatoes for Manufaciure of
Strained Tomato Products (March 1, 1933)
Factors
Color
Firmness
Stems
Decay or lA:old
Sunburn,
Sunscald,
Growth Cracks,
Catfaces,
Freezing Injury
Worms and
1~orm Injury
Shape
Size
u. S. No. 1
"well colored"
90% of flesh has good red
color.
Fairly firm (means not
water soaked, might be
soft, shriveled, or puffy;
provided it is not tough
or rubbery).
Not permitted (except when
the canner wishes to permit
stems. In such cases it
can be handled by a state-
ment preceding No. 1 Grade.
Thus: "Except for stems
U. S. No. Iff)
Molds or very light decay
permitted provided it can
be washed out in the ordi-
nary process of \'\lashing
without hand trimming.
{t-Free from damage.
Worms or '!\Torm injury that
has penetrated beneath the
outer wall of the tomato
not permitted.
There are no shape require-
ments.
There are no size require-
ments.
U. S. No. 2
"fairly well colored"
66 2/3% of flesh has good
red color.
No requirement; tomatoes can
only be scored as culls from
the standpoint of losing more
than 20% in the washing pro-
cess, prOVided they are not
shriveled to the extent that
they have become tough and
rubbery.
Permitted
Permitted, proVided the
tomato is not sour and it
can be removed in the ordi-
nary process of trimming
without a loss of more than
20% by weight of the tomato.
**Free from serious damage.
Same as U. S. No. 1
No requirement
No requirement
* "Damage" means any injury, defect, or their combination 1;vhich cannot be
removed in the ordinary process of trimming and peeling without a loss of
more than 10% (by "eigrlt) of the tomato in excess of that which would occur
if the tomato were perfect.
** "Serious damage" means any injury, defect or their combination which cannot
be removed in the ordinary process of trimming and peeling without a loss
of more than 20% (by weight) of the tomato in excess of that which would
occur if the tomato were perfect.
Note - Cull tomatoes are tomatoes that fail to meet the requirements of either
U. S. No. 1 or U. S. No. 2 tomatoes.
1. Issuecl by the U. S. Dept. of Agr., Agriculturnl,'M~ketingSerVice.
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7pound high pressure water spray. Each tomato was subjected to
the equivalent of approximately two revolutions while being
washed under the high pressure spray~
Tomato juice was processed in 1949 and 1950 by the "cold
break" extraction method. In 1951 and 1952, both "hot break"
and "cold break" extraction methods were used in the processing
of tomato juice.
For the "cold break" tomato juice, the fresh, whole tomatoes
were conveyed directly from the washer to a Langsenkamp Model B
Extractor with a screen of .023 inch openings where the tomato
juice was extracted.
In 1951 and 1952, tomato juice was extracted as described
above (one extract) and, in addition, was extracted as described
above and the residue from the first extraction was again extracted
in the Langsenkamp Model B Extractor (2nd extract). The juice
thus obtained from the two extractions was combined and further
processed as described below.
For the "hot break" juice, the fresh, whole tomatoes were
conveyed to a Fitzpatrick Model D Comminuting Machine using a
No. 6 (3/4 inch openings) screen. The Fitzpatrick Comminuting
Machine was used as a chopper rather than as a hammer-mill. The
chopped tomatoes were pumped from a receiving tank at the com-
minuting machine through a Specialty Brass Company Tube Pre-
heater where the chopped tomatoes were heated to a temperature
of approximately 180OF. The heated and chopped tomatoes were then
pumped to the Langsenk~pModel B Extractor where the juice was
extracted.
':.'. {'r
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8TABLE B. Composition of Lots of Raw Tomatoes for Processing
of Canned Tomato Juice.
TOMA.TO JUICE
Composition
Percent No. lfs Percent No. 2'8 Percent
Lot No. Color Defects Color Defects Culls
1 100
2 100 High #2's
J 75 25
1 50 50
8 100
10 100
11 100
13 75 25
14 $0 50
15 25 75
16 25 75
20 Field Run
21 100 Lo,,,, #2' s
22 100 High #1'5
23 100 Low iiI's
•••• J>..
...
.. I .......
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9In 1951, follo'wing the "hot break" and "cold break" methods
of extraction, three processes were used to preserve the juice as
follovrs:
(1) The extracted juice 1'lJaS pumped by means of a
Cherry-Burrell Viscolizer, vrhich had the rtbreaker-ring"
altered to prevent any homogenization of the juice,
to a '?alker-1~Tal1ace Paraflo1~ Plate Heat FJXchanger
(Model HT with 4 pair of stainless steel plates)
where the juice was heated to 240°F. and held for 2 1/2
minutes and cooled to approximately 205OF. The juice
was then filled into No. 2 plain tin cans, 60 grains of
sodium chloride was added, the cans were then sealed,
inverted (~d held 2 1/2 to 3 minutes prior to cooling
to approximately lOOor. All the juice in 1949, 1950,
1952 and approximately tVlo-thirds of the pa.ck ill 1951
'''vas pasteurized using the al)Qve process. This process
v\l'ill be referred to throughout this paper as the "11ot
break" or "cold breal(ft plate..pasteurized process.
(2) The extracted juice was pumped by means of a
1\:lanton-Gaulin Pump to a 11allory Tube Pasteurizer l/Ir11ere
the juice was heated to 265or. and cooled immediately
to approximately 2ooOf. The juice was then filled into
No. 2 plain tin cans, 60 grains of sodium chloride was
added, t11e cans were sealed, inverted, and held 2 1/2
to 3 minutes prior to cooling to approximately lOOer.
In 1951, several lots were processed in this manner
vrhich 1,~rill be referred to as the "hot break" or "cold
This page intentionally blank
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break" tube--pasteurized process.
(3) The extracted juice was preheated with a Specialty
Brass Company Tube Preheater to 180°F., filled directly
into No. 2 plain tin cans, 60 grains of sodium chloride
was added, the cans were sealed, inverted, and placed
in a retort crate (1,0 No.2 capacity) and processed
at 1 to 2 pounds steam pressure (214 to 216~.) for
30 Ininutes. Froc'ess tinle and temperature was auto-
matically controlled and recorded. After processing,
the tomato juice was cooled in the retort with cold
1'Vater to approxinlately lOoOf. by continuously running
water in from the bottom to the top of the retort.
Similar methods of heat processing are used in some
commercial plants in Ohio at the present time and this
method of processing was incorporated in the 1951 study
to compare this process ("Conventional" process) to
the above processes.
In 1951, the extracted juice from the 500 and 1000 pound lots
was divided in certain instances with part of the juice processed
by the plate~pasteurizedprocess and/or part by the tube-pasteurized
process and/or part by the conventional process as described above.
Thus, it v!J'as possible to study the effect of processing methods
on the grade relationship of tomato juice manufactured from identical
grades of raw stock and with identical extraction methods.
The finished product was then held at room temperature until
graded. During all four years the lots were graded after approx-
imately 2 months storage, 6 mont.hs storage, and 10 months storage,
\.
· ,.
..
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11
except in 1952. In 1952 the lots ,~ere graded only after 1 and
5 months storage.
Finished Product Grading
The tomato juice processed from lots of varying compositions
as outlined in Table B 'VlTere graded in accordance with the U. S.
Standards for Grades of Tomato Juice (see Table C) by one official
inspector in 1949 and two official inspectors in 1950, 1951
and 1952 from the Processed Products Standardization and Inspection
Bran~b, Fruit and Vegetable Division, Agricultural Marketing
Service of the U•.8. Dept. of Agriculture. The canned
tomato juice was graded according to the grade factors presented
in the U. S. Standards for Grades of Tomato Juice (Canned or
Bottled) as given in Table C.
TABI/E C. U. S. Standards for Grades of Tomato Juice
(Canned or Bottled)
(August 29, 1938)
Factors
Color
Consistency
Absence of Defects
Flavor
Total Score
Score Points
U.S. Grade U.S. Grade U.S. Grade
A C D
26-30 23-25~· 0-22"~~
13-15 10-12~~ 0- 9-*
13-15 10-12* 0- 9*
33-40 27-32..* 0-26iE-
85-100 70-84~~~ 0-69*
*Indicates limiting rule within classification.
·, ....."":
t··
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12
Objective Method of Measuring Color
A Hunter Color and Color-Difference Meter was obtained in
1950 to meaSllre the color of both the raw and canned tomato
juice during the 1950, 1951, and 1952 seasons. The Hunter Color
and Color-Difference Meter was standardized before taking readings
by using a tomato red porcelain tile1 with a setting as follows:
L, 25.59; a , + 27.40; b , +12.54. A National Bureau of StandardsL L
Red Kitchen and Bathroom Tile was used to check the preliminary
standardization. The meter was restandardized each h.alf hour of
operation, but rarely required readjustment.
Preparation of Samples for Hunter Color Measurement
Rcrw Sample. In 1950, a 10 pound sample of tornatoes of the
same raw product composition as the lot being processed was used
for the evaluatio!l of color. The ra1}v product samples were prepared
for color measurement by first quartering the whole tomatoes in
a deep tray in order to retain the juice lost during ~artering.
The quartered tomatoes and juice were then extracted in a Cefaly
Pulper in order to remove seeds and peel. Due to the incorporation
of air into the pureed sample" dea.eration 111!aS necessary to remove
the air which could have caused erroneous readings. Deaeration
was accomplished in approxim.ately 10...15 minutes by pouring the
pureed samples slowly into a five liter flask under a vacuum of
25-30 inches of mercury. By alternately pulling and breaking the
vacuum, the air was removed from the pureed sample. No heating
was used in deaerating because it ~lIJ'as found that this ll\1'ould affect
the color of the r a-v: puree.
1. Furnished by Dr. S. G. Younkin, Campbell Soup Company
.. , .. ' ;., ..
.. - ...
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In 1951 and 1952 seasons, the samples for color evaluation of
the raw tomatoes were taken at the extractor (subsequently deaerated
as described above) for the "cold break" extraction method and at
the chopper (subseqtlently plllped in the Cefaly Pulper and deaerated
as described a.bove) for tl1e "hot break" extraction method.
After deaeration of the sample, it ~J'as pOllred into a vievTing
cell constructed by cementing an optical glass2 base onto 6 em.
diameter glass tubing witll plastic cement.
Canned Sample. In 1950, 1951 and 1952, after the tomato juice
was graded by the inspectors (6 cans per lot at each grading),
a composite sample was taken from each of the cans of the same
scores for color within aQY one lot at each cutting depending
upon the color score assigned by the inspectors. In practically
all cases one composite sample represented the lots.
It was not necessary to deaerate the composite samples of the
processed juice. The sample was poured into a viewing cell as
previously described for color measurement.
Color Measurement
.
Color readings in 1950, 1951 and 1952 were taken on the Hunter
instrument using the small area illumination 'Vvitll the small aperture
(1 1/16 inches in diametel"). A jig vITae constrllcted and placed
above the viewing aperture in such a manner that the viewing cell
'tllJ'ould al1"lays be h,eld in the same !Josition. All readings were
taken with the Hunter Color and Color-Difference Meter using the
L, a , and b scales. The IIunter a and b readings obtained forL L L L ~~
the raw and processed samples were converted to ~/bL color ratios.
2. Obtained from Anchor Hocking Glass Company
".
...
~ .' .\.. .
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results of this grade r·:;lationship study c'.rc presented from two
standpoints:
(1) by considering the ra'\v product composition relationship to the
finishod product grsde, taking into account the four v2riables,
process, variety, Y02r, and time of inspection (Tables I through
VII, Appendix I), and
(2) by considering tIle Iiuntcr alb color ratio relationship of the rnw
product to the Hunter ajb color ratio, U.S.D.A. color scoro and
U.S.D.A. color grade of the finished produc~ (Tables VIII through
XIV, Appendix I).
The reason for prosontirlg the data both 1Nays is to shov! the rel(::tionship
that oxists botvrccn tho rClVi ~Jld finished product b2~sed on subjective grading
by U.S.D.A. and, 2180, tho rclC'.tionship betvloon rnvoJ and finisllcd product
color bused· on objective color cvn.luatioll ,~s detorn1incd from the dntC'. obtained
with the Huntor Color ~nd Color-Difference Meter.
Tablo I (Appendix I) gives the overall average gr.~do for 211 lot. of
cannod tomr'.to juiee by ravr product composition disregcrerding tho four vc.riablos
(1) sanson (19a9,1950, 1951, and 1952); (2) varioty (Rutgers, Stokesdale and
Long Red); (3) process (oight processos rtS described in E..xpcrin1cnt['..1 };1athods);
and (4) stor~.gc ( o(~ch lot was grndcd three timos during the ye.~.r except for
1952 when ench lot Tras gr2.dod two times).
The ovorL:,ll 2vcr~go gro.dos of GIl lots Vlore in tho Gr<'.1dc A range V'rith
tho exception of Lot 12 (100 percont culls) and Lot 31 (60 percent No. l's
for emlor, 30 percont No. 2 1 8 for color 2nd 10 porcont No. 2'8 for defects)
jNhich scored in tho Oro,dc C range 2ccount flavor r'.nd the lot of 2.5 percent
No. l
'
s ~nd 75 percent No. 2 t 8 for color (No. 15) which scored in the
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Grade C range Rccount color. In general, the data in Table I indicate that
there is ve~ little grade relationship. This is as would be expected
since the four factors, variety, processing methods, seasonal variations,
and storage time are not taken irlto C011sideration. These data indicate that
raw product compositions are not related to the processed product grades
when the above fcur factors are not considered.
Table II (Ap-)endix~ I) presents the same data as giv"'en in Table I
(Appendix I) Gxcept that the lots are classified by variety (Rutgers,
Stokedale and Long Red) disregarding jrears, processes and times of in-
spection (storage) to show the effocts o~ the thDoe varietios on grade
relationship. In most cases, the average total score of the Rutgers va.riety
is higher than or equal to that of Stokesdale and Long Red varieties for a
given raw product compositio11 although t11ere al Q exceptions in the case of
I
Lot 9 (40 pexcent No. l's for color and 60 percent No.2 s for color);
Lot 12 (100 percent Cll11s); J-Jot 20 (field run) and Lot 31 (60 percent No. l's,
30 percent No. 2 1s for color ana 10 percent No. 2's accoQ~t def8cts). It
shouldbe 110ted. that tomato ju.ice Yn2nufactured from the Ilutgers variety had
an average U.S.D.A.~ color score higher than the Stol{edale variety (.,a to 2.3
points, e:xcept in the case of lOO;"b culls) and the Long Red variety (.7 to 3.0
points). The da ta in Table II, als 0 s110vv that tJ1e Long Red variety has a
higher average score for color than the St~kesdale varj.ety in the lots of
better- than 50% No. lIs for color and 50% No. 2 t s for color; however, the
Stokesdale variety ha_d a. hig11er average score t11an the Long Red variety below
this level of r21J1T product qU2.1ity. It should be notecl that the Long Red
variety vms only processed in 1951 and this may be dll8 in part to seasonal
difference found vlfitl1 the Stol{8sdale variety.
Table III (Appendix I) presents the data bJr ravv- product grac,-e a nd year
disregardine variety, process, and time of inspectiom to shrnv the effect of
'-: ..
f','
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different seasons on the grade relationships. Based on the overall averages,
the 1950 average total scores are higher for all lots due mainly to higher
average color and fla.vor scores. Other t11an this, there appears to be no
general trend when comparing all seasons for any particular lot. All lots
had an average score of Grade A with the following exceptions: Lot 1 (100
percent No. l's for color in 1949, account color); Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2 1s
for color in 1952, account color); Lot 12 (100 percent culls in 1950, account
flavor); Lot 15 (25 percent No. Its and 75 percent No. 2'5 for color in
1951, account color); and Lot 31 (60 percent No. lIs, 30 percent No. 2's
for color, 10 percent No. 2'5 for defects, account flavor).
Table IV (Appendix I) presents the grade relationships of canned tomato
juice by raVf product grade, variety and year disregarding process and time
of inspection to show the effect of the two varieties by seasons. In the
case of Lot No. I (100 percent No. lIS) which was Grade C in 1949, it is
evident from Table IV that tl1is "\f{as due to the Stokesdale variety. By
observing the data in Table IV, tomato juice made from the Kutgers variety
was scored Grade A all years, and for all raw product compositions except for
the three lots: Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2 18 for color in 1952); Lot 12
(100 percent clllls in 1950); and Lot .31 (60 percent No. lIS, 30 pereent No.
2'8 for color, 10 percent No. 2'8 for defects). Tomato juice processed
from the Long Red variety (1951 only) isscored Grade A with the exception
of the three lots, Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2's for color; Lot 15 (25 percent
No. lIS for color and 75 percent No. 2 t s for color); and Lot 20 (field run
lot), which vrere Grade C aCCOtU1t color. Tomato juice manufactured from the
Stokesdale variety ShOV1S considerable discrepancy in grades assigned for
lots of varying raw product composition for the different seasons. In 1949,
three lots: Lot 1 (100 percent No. Its for color); Lot 3 (75 percent No. Its,
25 percent No. 2 t s for color); and Lot 31 (60 percent No. Its, 30 percent
· .
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11
No. 2 t~) for color, 10 perce11t No. 2 f S for defects) scorE-d ,in the Gra.de C
range due to color 2nd flavor. HOTJeVer, three lots in 1949: Lot 4
(75 percent r~o. 1 t s, 15 l)erCen-c No.2' s for color 2nd 10 pereent No. 2 IS
for defects; Lot 6 (60 percent No. lIs, 20 percent No. 2 1s for color and 20
percent No. 2
'
s for defects); 2nd Lot 30 (90 pereent No. I 1 s and 10 percent
No. 2 I S for color) scored in the Grade J'~ rangs. This discrepancy may be
partially explained by the fact that the No. 2's for defects CU. S. No. lIS
for color) ma~T ha.ve been of high enough color to raise the overall col-or
sl ightly a~ove tlle 26 points required for Grade A color; or the No. 2 t S
for color may haVE )een of varyinG color. In 1950, tomato juice manufactured
from the Stokesdale variety was Grade A for all lots except Lot 12 (100
percent culls). In 1951, tomato jui.ce manufactured fronl the Stokesdale
variety was scored Grade C when more than 25 percent No. 2 t s were present in
the lots processed, with the e;cception of Lot 15 (25 percent NO e 11 sand
75 percent No.2' s for color) "iVhich "vras scored 26.1 points for t11e fa.ctor of
color. The ~tokesdale variety was not processed in 1952.
Th.us, fronl t11e above it appears tl*lat there is little effect on the
grade relatiorlship between seasons on the juice manufactured franl the
Rutgers variety, although season appears to have considerable effect on
the grade relationship in the case of the juice manufactured from the
Stokesdale variety. For the Long Red variety, data on tome.to juice is
available only for 1951, thus no seasonal effect can be observed. However,
it mauld be pointed out that another variable (process) has not been con-
sidered in evaluating these data in Table IV.
Table V (Appendix I) presents the grade relationships of canned tomato
juice by ravv product grade, year ardtime of inspedtion disregarding process
and variety. Based on the ove:rall,. averages, there are no general trends.
'.
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As can be seen in Table V, several lots of varying naw product composition
had average grades of Grade C at one time of inspection and Grade A at the
following inspections; the ~everse of this was also true. In one case,
Lot 31 (60 percent No. lis, 30 percent No. 2's for color and 10 percent
No. 2 1s for defects) the average grade for the lot was ~rade D at the first
inspection account flavor and for the foll~ring two inspections was Grade A
for ~ll factors of quality.
TABLE D. Overall F:..verages for U.S.D.J~. G·rade Factors for
Canned Tomato Juice by Time of Inspect1on.
l\verages for Inspection Differences bet1Neen Inspection A\W3.ges
Factors 1~~ 2i~
.....1! l~,"and 2~~ 2~~- and 3~~ l~rand 3·~-
-- -
Color 27.2 27.2 27.0 0.0 0.2 0.2
Abserlce of Defects IJ-I..8 14.8 11~.6 0.0 0.2 0.2
Consistency 13.7 13.5 13.2 0.2 0.3 0.5
Flavor 34.6 35.6 33.5 1.0 2.~ 1$1
Total Score 90.6 91.2 89.8 0.6 1.4 0.8
..~- 1.-2 months storage, 2-6 mont11s storage and 3-10 montl1s storage
In addition to the above discussion, Table D is presented to show the
effect of time of inspection (storage) on the overall averages as ca.lculated
from Table V for the gra~de factors of canned tom9.to juice. T118 differ~ences
betvleen inspection aver'ages could be due to cha.nges in canned tomato juice
during storage or to va.riations in u.S.D.!. subjective grading. I.n no case
do t11ese differences appear to have any al)preciable effect on. the overall
grade ~v11iCh 1vas Grade 1:. for all tl1ree inspectiona.
Table VI gives the grade relationship of canrled tomato juice by ravv
product grade and process disregarding year and time of inspection to show
the effect of process on grade relationships. Tomato juice manf~ctured as
outlined in the Experimenval Methods by process ~u~ber 1 (cold break plate -
·f
,'.
, '.
':
.:
, 01
, .
~ " .
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pasteurizecl process - 2 e}~tracts) VIas Grade A for all factors vfith the exception
of Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2 1 5 for color) which was scored Grade C due to the
factor of color. Process number 2 (hot brea.k plate~:. - paste-Llrized) produced
tomato juice v!hich scor·ed in the Grade A range e:xcept for Lot 15 (25 percent
I'Jo. 1 rsand 75 percent No. 2 f S for color) T!hich vras scored Grc,de ·D account
1I
color; 110iN€ver, Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2 1 5) scored in t11e rade Arange.
Process number 5 (cold break - 1 extract - Mallory) tomato juice scored in
the Grade C '-";"l.DZC 1";1'161') nlore t11an 25 percent No. 2 t S for color 111fere included
in the ravv product. Contrarily, tome,to juice manufact'_u'ed by process nwnber
6 (hot break - I\Jal1ory) scored in the Grade A ranee for all rav" product com-
positions. Process number 7 (cold break conventional process - 2 extracts)
t011lA,to :juice scored in the Gracte 11. range except for Lot 8 (100 percent l~o. 2 18)
which °rras (J-rade C accotl.nt flavor. Process 8 (hot break c011ventional process)
toma,to juice scored Grade A for all lots. Process 9 (cold break plate -
pasteurized - 1 extract)tomato juice was scored i~ the Grade A range except
for Lot 15 (25 pElrcent No.1' send 75 percent ~Jo. 2 1 S for color)which "VIras
Grade C account color. Process 0 (cold break conventional - 1 extract)
tomato juice scored in the Grade 1~ range for Lot 20 (field run) and in the
Grade C range for Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2 t s for color)on account of flavor.
These data indicate that processing methods have considerable effect
on the grade relationships in the case of torra to juice. It sh'oihld be pointed
ott, however, that in Table VI (AppendL~ I) the variables, season and ~riety,
are not considered '.1h"..ch may ale 0 affect this grade relationship.
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Table VII (Appendix I) gives the grade relationship of canned tomato juice
by raw product grade, process and yea,r disregarding variety and time of inspec-
tion. Tomato juice marrufactured as outlined in the Experimental Methods by
process number 1 (cold break plate - pasteurized process - 2 extracts) was Grade
A for all factors in 1951 and 1952 with the exception of Lot 8 (100 per cent
No. 2 t s for color) in 1951 (Grade C account color) and 1952 (Grade C account
color and flavor; and Lot 15 (25 per cent No. lis and 75 per cent No. 2'5 for
color) which was Grade C account color in 1952 only. Lot 1$ scored in the Grade
A range in Tab~e VI before the variable of season_was taken into consideration.
Process number 2 (hot break - plate pasteurized) pro&lced tornato juice which
scored in the Grade A range except for Lot 1$ (25 per cent No. l's and 75 per
cent No. 2 t s for color) which was processed only in 1951; Lot 8 which scored
in the Grade A range in Table VI disregarding years, scored Grade A in 1951, but
was scored in the Grade C range in 1952 account color; Lot 20 (field run) scored
Grade A in Table VI and although scored Grade A in 1951, was scored in the Grade
C range in 1952.
Process Number 5 (cold break - 1 extract - Mallory), process Number 6 (hot
break - Mallory), process N~ber 7 (cold break conventional process - 2 extracts)
process Nurl1ber 8 (hot break conventional process) process Number 9 (cold break -
plate - pasteurized - 1 extract) and process 0 (cold brea.k conventional - 1
extract) were only studied in 1951; therefore no effect of seasonal variation
can be observed.
Table E taken from Table VII (Appendix I) presents data comparing the effect
of process fer one season (1952) and one variety (Rutgers). These data indicate
that with high quality raw products, Lot No.1 (100 per cent No. l's) versus
low quality raw products, Lot No. B (100 per cent No. 2's for c~lor) a direct
grade relaticnship is found.
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This grade relationship is clear1:y'" indicated in total scores, however by
ana13'zi:lF.' individual scores for each attribute of qualitjr, there is an inverse
relationship between color and flavor varying 'with process for anyone particular
lot. ~"rith a cold breaI< proces[;, color of the canned juice is somevvhat 11igher with
hirh quality raw stock tJ1ah for comp2.ra1)le lots of juice manufactured by the hot
break process except for Lot 8 (100 percent No. 2'5 for color.)
TABLE-E. Gre.de RelationE3hip for 1952 for the Rutgers Var~iety for the
CoJdBreak Process (Process 1) a:rl the Hot Break Process (Process 2)
LOT R.f 1".T" PRODlJeT PROCESS# TOT..t\.L COLOR DE}'ECTS CONSIS- FLA\TOR GRADE"~. J
~JO. co'r<POSITIOTTx SCORE TENey
1 100-0-0 1 91.1 28.1 lLi.8 13.5 34.6 A
2 91.3 26.9 14.9 13.8 35.6 A
3 75-25-0 1 92.7 28.2 15.0 14.7 34.8 A
2 91.3 26.5 15.0 14.5 35.3 A
7 50-50-0 1 87.6 26.7 IJ..J..6 12.8 33.5 A
2 90.0 26.1 11.~.9 14.0 35eO A
8 0-100-0 1 83.0 ')4 2" 15.0 12.2 31.6~~ C£. • _":t\"
2 36.8 24 8~/.. 14.8 13.7 33.5 c.'-- ,-.
x F1irst numt)er indicates IJer cent No. lts;second number, percent :No. 2 1s
account color,; third nUlnber, percent lJo, 2'5 aCCOu11t defects.
II I-cold breck - 2 e:xtracts - VJalker ·~IallE;.ce
2-hot breal{ - "FJalker W;allace
~} Indicates limiting rule vvithin grade.
Conversely, vrith the hot breaJ.{ proces , flavor of the canned juice is some-
what higher than for compe,rable lots of juice manufactured by the cold break
process.
It is interesting to note from Table E, t!~t the factor of consistency is
scored practically the same .for high q.uality lots, 110W'ever, for la-rver qualit~r
lots, the juice nanufactlITed by the cold break process is scored lovler for the
fc"ctor of consisterlc~y tha11 coml)arable lots of juice ma1111facturecl by trle hot
breal: process.
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TIle second method of presenting these data is to disCllSS by variet~y, process,
and year the relations:').ip of the a;'b color ratio of the ra1'\r lJl'oduct to the alb
color ratio of the finished product and the U.S.J.!. Color Score and Color Grade.
In all of the follO'N"i11g disC1~C)sio11, U.S.D.A. ravv product grade 112S bee11 disre-
garded and the rali[ proclllct has been classj.fied on the basis of a/lb color ratios.
Table VIII (J~l)pendi.x: I) presents tIle overall av·erage Hmlter allb color ~atio
for the ray! 1)rod1.1ct as 1've11 as the alb color r2.tio of the fini.shed product and
the U.S.D.P.• Color Score and Color C±rad.e. l~hese data SllOVT that there is an
almost direct relationship bet~1een the alb color ratio of the ra'~l prodllct and
the alb color ratio of the canned product.
Average U.S.D.A. Color Scores for the processed product shrn7 a good rela-
tionsllip vrit11 the ajb color ratj.os of both rav{ and. canned products. It sl1Quld
be noted that a ra~~v prod1 ct a/b color ratio of between 1.80 and 1.90 (1.85) is
requil"led to obtain Grade 1'1. tonlato juice for color.; like1Hise, an 2/lb color ratio
al)ove tIle ranGe of 1.~S7 to 1.60 for can110d tom2.to juice Yfould be necessary to
score U.S. Grade A for Color.
Table IX (.AppendDc I) IJresents the data as given in Table VIII (Appendix I)
8JCC8iJt the de.taare f1.1rther classified lJy v2riety. , Observation of these data
'j
Sh01iiJ that va.riety and origi:1al raVI proclnct a·/t color ratio both l1ave a direct
effect, on cal1ned toma.to .j1.1ice alb color ratio, alb colol-- ratio loss, average
U.S.D.A. Color Score and Gra.de. Specifically, the Stokesdale variety had a l01ver
alb color ratio loss and tll\t8 a 11igher finished prOd1.1ct ajb color l'la.tio than
t11e varieties Long Reel or Rutgers in ever~r group -'Nith the exception of tIle
It should be noted from tI-lese data th~lt vlith increC?.sin.g raVl product alb
color rCltio, there is an increasing a/lb color ratio lost:; regardless of the
varieties useC~ in tflis stud;!.
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Under these pilot plant C011ditions, tOlnato jtlice lnanufactured from the L011g
Red var5.et:r ShO'VTS a greater alb color ratio loss tha,n Rutgers or Stol<:8sdale
varieties. In all cases, except t118 2.30 to 2.39 a,!l) color' ra.tio grotlping,
the alb color ratio of toma,to j\lice from t118 Long Red va.riety had a low'er alb
color r&tio. Above the range of 2.30 a:~ color ratio, an interesting observa-
tion is noted. That is, the alb color ratio of the canned tomato juice remains
essentiall:y constal1t in spite of the increasing alb color ratio of the raw
product. The sanle is true of the U.S.D.!..• Color Score for t118 finished product.
Table X (AppendLx I) presents data for the overall Hunter alb color ratio
values for the ra-vv product, t11e alb color ratio of the finished product, t11e
U.S.D.A. Color Score and U.S.D.A. Color Grade cle-.ssified by Jrear. Color measure-
ment data for the years 1950,1951 and 1952 only are given. It can be seen from
Table ]e, in general, the alb color ratio loss for 1951 Vias more than in 1950
and the alb color ratio loss in 1952 was more then in 1951. These data shmv
that a. specific raVI product a/b color ratio nay 110t necessarily result in tI1e
salne alb color ratio of the cannerl tomato juice ever-;l season. In 1950 an
average ra..~1'tJ prodllct alb color ratio of 1.75 vIas required to give Gra.cIe l\ cC).nned
tomato juice, "'Nhile in 1951 a.n avel"age alb color ratio of -2.04 vvas req.uired,
a.nd in 1952, an averace alb color ratio 1.94, thus indicating a somevrhat
different color relationship for the three years.
Table :XI (l~ppendix: I) prese,nts the overall Iiunter alb color ratio for the
ra1/1[ product, the alb color ratio of the finished prOdtlct, and the U.S.D.i\. Color
Score and U.S.D ...l\. Color Grade by yea.r ancl variety, disregardi11g process and
time of inspectio11.
Varietal differences can be observed in Table XI (Appendix I) with respect
to alb color ratio loss. In general, the Stoknsdale variety sho1i1rs a lower alb
color ratio loss than Itutgers or Long R.ed; 1101vever, 11either in 1950 nor i11 1951
was a raw product alb color ratio higher than 2'.40 obtained with the Stokesdale
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variety. The Long Red varietJr appears to have an alb color ratio loss similar
to the Rutgers when oomparing the 19.51 season on.ly, ,lith the exception that
Long Red tomatoes of lower color (1.6 to 2.0 alb color ratio groups) appear to
exhibit a slightly greater color loss tha.n the Rutgers varietJr at equivalent
ravi[ product allb color ratios.
In ge!leral, there appeats to be a good relationship betvveen ra:vv prodllct
alb color ratio and U.S.D.!~. CoJ.or Score assigned the c2.nned product. A ravif
product alb color ratio betmeen 1.57 and 1.65 can be expected to produce minimum
Grade C tom~to juice using the Stokesdale variety. In the case of the Long Red
v9.riety a rav{ prod\1~t alb color ratio slightly highel~ than 1.65 1& j_ndicated to
be mecessary for Grade C tomato juice (23 to 25 points) although one lot of
Long Red tomato ,juice 1vith th.is initial color ratio onl~t scored 22,.7 lJoints on
U.S.D.A. Color Score. There was no Grade D. juice produced from the rtutgers
variety in any season. The lo~st color ratio of 1.67 in 1952 produced juice
T'Iitl1 a11 average score of 23.6 for color, 01'" slightl;r above the Grade C !ninimtnn
value of 23 score points.
l!lith respect to raw prod1lct alb color ratio required for each of the above
three vari~ties to produce Grade A tomato juice for color, the Stokesdale
variety in 1951 with a raw product ato color ratio of 1.65 produced juice which
scored minLmum Grade A for color. Hrnv8ver, in 1950, a raw product alb color
ratio of 1.62 prodl1ced Grade C juice for color, and an alb color ratio of 1. 76
produced Grade t juice for color. One discrepancy can be noted with juice made
from the Stokesdale variet:y·. In 1951, a. 1"2JY product a/'b color ratio of 1.77
produced a tomato juice of 1.19 color rc;'tio lIvhich 'VIas Grade D for color. This
could be d.ue to process, as ~/Till be pointed out later in Tables JeIII and XIV
(Appendi~~: I).
The data for the Jtutgers variety ShQV!f little difference to exist betvleen
seasons and an alb color ratio of approximately 1.90 or greater is requj~ed to
produce tomato ju;teeof minimum Grade A. for the flactor of color.
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The Long Red variety, processed only in 1951, required a 2.06 alb color
ratio of the rav{ prOdtlct to produce tomato juice that was minimum Grade A for
color (26.0 points).
Table XII (Appendix I) presents t11e data classified by year and time of
inspection disregarding variety and process. In general, the data in Table XIII
show that after 6 months storage there is a decrease in the average alb color
ratio of the canned product as compared to the average alb color ratio after
2 months storage. After 10 months st~rage, in most cases, the alb color ratio
increased to a Valtle higher tlle.n the original reading after 2 months storage.
Althotlgh the U.S.D.!. Color Score follows a similar trend in some cases, it
appears to be the exception rather than the rule. Of most importance to the
processor are the cases where tJ18 U.S.D "A. Color Grade (l~,C, or D) changed upon
storage and if t11ere was a corresponding change in the alb color ratio. Only
these cases are reproduced in Table F, in all other cases, the U.S.D.!. Color
Grade was the same for all three inspections. There w~re only four cases
(Table Ii') out of thirtJy-fo11r (Table XII) where the U.S.D.A. Color Grade increased
or decreased. In all cases, a raw product aJb color ratio of 2.0 or higher
produced tomato juice of Grade A color, vrith corresponding alb color ratio of
1.55 or higher on the canned product.
It is of interest to note that in no case in the 1952 grading (only two
inspections) was ti1ere a case where there was a change in color grade in the
critical alb color ratio range (between A and C). During the 1952 season, all
samples were graded under a standardized light source (the light source is
composed of two R40 ~OO watt reflector flood lamps used with two 7 1/4 inch
Macbeth daylight filters and mounted in a unit enclosed with a special non-
selective diffusin~ glass.) and using standardized Munsell matching disks,
whereas in 1951 only the light source was standardized and in 1950 there was
no control of lighting or disks.
· .
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Table F. Changes in U.S.D.A •. Color G'rade, Canned··--Product a/lb Color Ratio
and U.S.D.A. Color Score by alb Color Rptio Grou~, Year and
Tinie of Inspection from Table XII (Appendix I).
all) Color
Rqtio Groupo
c.
Year T +._JJ..~nspec ulO!l1T
1.8
1950
1951
1951
1951
1 1.1+5 25.0 c
2 1.37 27.0 A
3 1.8 24.0 C
1 1.14 15.0 D
3 1.23 23 e O C
1 1.56 26.5 A
2 1.ltS 25.7 C
3 1.66 25.2 c
1 1.58 26.4 P.
2 1.52 25.8 ,.,'..J
3 1.58 25.5 C
o - All lots groU1Jed on raw product alb ratio vaJ.ues. 1.6 grollp includes
all lots 1.60 to 1.69. 1.7 gnoup includes all lots 1.70 to 1.79, etc.
# - Inspection (1 -.l1.fter t-vvo Inonths stora.ge; 2 - After 6 months; 3 - After
10 months).
Table XIII (Appendix I) presents the data classified by process disregard-
ing variety, year and time of inspection. These data indicate that vvith "Hot
Break" (process 2) processed tomato juice less color loss, as rl1easured by the
alb color ratio, occurs in the Imver alb color ratio raw product groupings (1.6
to 1.9) than 1yith the juice manufactured by th.e "Cold Bpeak" (process 1) process.
HovJever vlith a raw product atoJ color ratio of 2.0 or above, neither "Cold Break"
(process 1) nor "Hot Brealctt (process 2) tomato ,juice appear to shovv any con-
sistent trends. These data are not conclllsj~, due ito the fact that variet~y may
have some influence on the alb color ratios as has been previously shown and as
the d2ta in fable XDJ (Appendix I) indicate.
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Table XIV (Appendix I) presents the data clasSifiedby process , variety, and
year disregarding time of inspection. These data in Table XN (Appendix I)
explain many of the differences observed in the grade relationship. In this
table, the three most important variables; process, variety, and seasons are taken
into consideration to mow their individual effect on the color relationship
of ravr product to finished product.
The data in Table G taJ<en from Table XIV (Appendix I) are presented to
shorf the effect of season 011 tIle color re12~t.ions11ip for the hutger-s variety when
canned tomato juice was manufactured using Process 1 (cold break plate-pasteurized
2 extracts).
Table G. Color Relationship between Hunter alb Color Ratios of
Raw Tomato Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A.
Color scores and Color Grades for Process 1 (cold break
plate-pasteurixed .. 2 oxtracts), Rtltgers Variety and
for the Three Seasons, 1950, 1951, and 1952.
alb Color
Ratio
Groupo Year
2 .0
Average alb
Color H.atio
(Ra;vY
Product)
1952 1.61
1952 1.74
1950 1.83
1951 1.81
1952 1.85
1951 1.94
1952 1.94
1950 2.02
1951 2.05
1952 2.06
Average..a/b
Color Ratio Average a,/b Average UoS.D.,,"..
(Cann~d Color Ratio Color Color
Prod1lct) Loss Score Grade
-_.-
1.24 .37 21.0~} D
1.42 .32 25.o--x- C
]~.51 .32 25.7* C
le62 .19 25.5* C
1.33 .52 2.s.5i~ C
1.68 0 26 27.2 A
1e53 .41 26.6 A
1.69 .33 26.7 A
1.73 .32 27.4 A
1.59 045 26.6 A
o - All lots grouped on £;./b ratio values. 1.6 grollp includes
all lots 1.60 to 1.69, 1.7 group includes all lots 1.70 to
1.79, etc.
~- - Indica tes limitine r1.1le vvi tl1in grade.
·.. ~
, .
...' "'~'.. '.
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From these arata, it is evident tffi t a raw product alb color ratio betvfeen
1.61 and 1.71+ Vias required to produce minimum Gra.de C tomato juice for color
in 1952. These data also show that a raw product alb color ratio in the 1.90
alb color ratio. range was l~equired to prOdtlCe G·ra.de A canned tomato juice for
color.
In addition, these data indicate that season affects the color relation-
ship. With equivalent raw product alb color ratio values, the alb color ratios
of the canned product and the U.S.D.A. Color Scores tended to be lower in 1952
than in 1950 or 1951.
The data. in Table H taken from Table XIV (Ap'pendix I) is presented to show
the effedt of season on the color rela.tionship for the Rutgers variety vlhen
Table H. Color Relationship betvfeen Hunter alb Color Ratios of
Raw Toma,to Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A.
Color Scores And Color Grades for Process 2 (hot break
plate-pa.steurized), Rutgers Variety and for the if1JVo
Seasons, 1951 and 1952.
t Average-··a/bAverage alb
a/i3 Color Color Ratio Color ~tio Average.t~a/b Average U.S.D.A.
R~tio (RaVl (Canned Color Ratio coror Color
Groupo Year PrOdl1Ct) Prod~ct) Loss ,.. Score Grade
1.6 1952 1.69 1.1-1.5 .24 2]+.2~~ c
1.8 1951 1.82 1.60 .22 26.7 A
1952 1.88 1.58 .)0 25.8 c
1.9 1951 1.92 1.66 .26 27.0 A
2eO 1951 2.04 1.76 .28 27.7 A
1952 2.06 1.51 .55 25 .8~~· c
..
2.1 1951 2.15 1.88 .27 28.0 A
1952 2 .1L~ 1.52 .62 26.5 A
o - All lots groul/cd on alb ratio va1'les. 1.6 group incll1des
all lots 1.60 to 1.69, 1.7 group includes all lots 1.70 to
1.79, etc.
~~- - Indicates lilnitirlg l"ule 1JIlithin grade.
,. .-..... .,. . . J
, .
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canned tomato juice was manufactured using Process 2 (hot break plate-pasteur-
ized). These data sho'Vv that season had considerable effect on the color rela-
tionship in the case of this hot break process, since in 1951 an average raw
product alb color r2tio of 1.82 produced Grade A tomato juice for color, while
in 1952 an average alb rav! prOdtlct alb color ratio of 2,,14 vva.s required to
obtain Grade A tomato juice for color. It should also be pointed out that with
equivalent ravv product alb color ratios, t118 U.S.D.A. score for color was
10v'18 r in 1952 than in 1951.
The data in Tab18 I, taken from Table XIV (Appendix I) show the effect of
variety on the color relatio11s11ip for the 1951 se2,son only vlJ'hen canned tomato
juice was manufactured using Process l(cold break p~te-pasteurized - 2 extracts).
The raw product alb color ratio required to produce Grade A tomato juice
from the nutgers variety lqith this process has been considered in the discus-
sion of Table G. For the Long Red variety, an a/~ raw product color ratio
bet1yeen 1.65 and 1.81 was required to produce minimllill Grade C tomato juice for
color. Also, betvleen a 1.92 and 2.06 alb ra1iI product color ratio Vias required
to produce Grade A tOl~~ato juice for color. In genera.l, there was a greater alb
color ratio loss durine processing for the Long Red variety than for either
ltutrers or Stokesdale varieties in 1951 usinG Process 1.
There were not sufficient lots ,of the Stokesdale variety for this particular
process to determine the dividinG line between Grade C and Grade D. To produce
miniumumGrade t tomato juice, it a~pears that raw product alb color ratio of
1.94 or above would be required.
Froln tIle above discu.ssion of these data, therefore, it appears that lr11en
using Process 1, a slic;htly hir;l1er raVl product alb color ratio of the Long Red
variety was required in 1951 to produce Grade A tomato juice than for the
Rut~ers variet~y. Also, to produ.ce Crade j..~ canDed tomato juice a sli["htly higher
r:'vi[ prodllct alb color ratio vrB.S required for the Stekesdale vc.riety than eit110r
Long Red or Rutgers varieties.
~. \
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Table I. Color l-~e12tions11ip betvveen Hllnter alb Color Ratios of
Ra.v'[ TOlnato J1.1ice, Canned Tomato Jllice and U.S.D.A.
Color Scores (~nd Color Grades for Process I (cold break
plate-pasteurized - 2 extracts) for the Stokesdale,
Rutgers, and Long Rod varieties, for the 1951 season
only.
30
alb Color
Ratio
Groupo
Average alb Average alb
Color Ratio Color Ra.tio Average alb Average U.S.D.A.
(Raw (Canned Color Ratio Color Color
Variety# Product) Product) Loss Score Grade
1.8
L
R
L
S
R
L
R
L
R
L
s--
l~
L
R
L
R
1.62
1.46
1.65
1.68
1.40
1.73
1.56
1.73
1.77
1.55
1.86
2.02
1.77
.35
.19
.39
.27
.26
.52
.47
048
.71
047
035
.56
25 e5~r
24. 8~r
25. 7i~
270 2
24. 9~}
27 014-
26.4
28.0
27.1
27.0
27.8
26,3
28.6
28.7
27.9
D
c
c
C
A
C
A
A
A
l~
11
A
A
A
o - All lots grouped on alb color ratio valueso 1.6 group
includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, 1.8 group includes all
lots 1.80 to 1.89, etc.
# - S (Stokesdale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red).
* - Indicates limiting rule ~ithin grade.
4 .
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The effect of the "cold brealcu (Process 1) and "hot break" (Process 2)
processes on the color grade relationship can be observed in Table XIV (Appendix
I). Tomato juice i.i1anufactllred from the Rlltgers varietJr using Heold breaktt
(Process 1) required a 1.9L~ raTT prodllct a,1b color ratio to produce Grade A
tomato juice for color, YT11ile 8. 1.82 raT'! prodl1ct value produced Grade A tomato
juice for color v;hon using the !that breaktt (Process 2). ConveY'sely, it appears
that a slightly hi?hcr (2.16) alb color ratio of t118 ravv product for the Long
Red v2.riety "FlaS required to produce Grade l~ tomato juice for color using "hot
broak" (Process 2), than vlhen using the 11 cold break" (Process 1) (bctvrcon 1092
and 2.16 lIas required) process. In the case of the Stokesdale varietjr, these
data. indicate tl1at a rav{ product ajb color ratio in the 1.90 to 1.99 range
produced Grade A tomato juice for color usin?: oither Hcold breaku (Procoss 1)
or "hot brea.lc" (Process 2). ThtlS, since color of cannod tomato juic8 is ona of
the more important factors of U.S.D •.A. Gr?dos, tand since a. product scoring
Gr2de C or Grede D for color cen scoro no hiGher th2n the grade assigned for the
~actor of color (limiting rule), the color relationship vlould hc:vc an important
be?ring on the grade relationship.
l:Iore evidenco thc::t tho effect of tho vo.riablo of proc.ess lnust be t2kcn into
consideration in the grade lToldtionship of tOITk'1 to juice is shovrn in Table XIV
(Appendix I) vvl1:Lch gives t110 color relationship data for all procosses by year
(1950, 1951 and 1952) and for the Rutgers, Stokosd~lG 2nd Long R8d varieties
respectively. A goneral conclusion dravJ'!1 from thoso detD is that any pQrticular
procoss had considerably more effect on the color re12tionship in the c~se of
the Stokcsdalo varioty than ih the case of the Long Rod or .l.l.utgcrs variety 2.nd
the Long Red variety vva.s affected more by any p['rticulc~r process than livas the
Rutgers v2,riety"
Yield Relptionship. The relationships of yield of" rall"{ tomato juice,
prior to processing, to raw product composition, v~riety, and process ~re
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presented in Table XV (Appendix I) for 1951 and 1952. The variable of year
(season) 1'[2.8 elirl1irk~.ted since there "FlaS no discernible effect of ye2.r on the
yield valuee. Before discussinS these data, it should be pointed out that they
were obtained on small lots Gnd under pilot p12nt conditions. In the cases
where tomato pulp was nk~de from part of the lot, 400 to 1000 pound lots were
processed. Other lots were 100 2,nd 200 pound lots. In interpretinz these
data, it should be kept in mind that under these pilot plant conditions:
(1) 1tll cull fruits VIere elirninated:before entering the plant.
(2) Generally spe2king, relatively high grades of r~w stock were used.
(3) For toma.to .juice studies, none of the toma.toes in any of the lots
vlere trimmed.
(4) Due to sm~ll lots beinG processed in the pilot plant, any small
loss of product would be greatly magnified when converting to
ton or case equivalents.
Table J, taken from Table l~ (AppendLx I) presents the yield data for the
~
Rutgers v2riety for the 1951 C'nd 1952 se2"sons by ravr product composition and for
Process 1 (cold brec.k - 2 extre.cts - plate-p2.ste11rized) nnd for Process 2 (hot
break - plate-pasteurized). These data shmv no correlation in yield dat~ by
raw product composition for either Process 1 or Process 2. This is probably
cs ~vould be expected since, GS stated Gbove, none of the tomatoes in any of
the lots Trere trimmed.
In these studies, the most important vc.ri~.ble affecting yield rele.tionship
was th2t of process~
Tcble K gives the yeld data taken from Table XV (Appendix I) by process
disregarding re.vv prodl1ct composition, ye8.r, 2nd variety.
Process 1 c1nd 2 represent 727.~ of the lots processed, or 94 nnd 67 lots
respectively. T~-hen comFarin.gProcess 1 (cold breal{ - 2 extracts - ple.te-pasteur-
ized) to Process 2 (hot bree.k - plate-pasteurized), these data indicate that
4"
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TO.ble J. Yield H,elt'l.tio!lShip b:)r Ravv Prod11ct Composition, Process and
:-;te2r in Percent y'ield of Ravl Juice Frior to Processing for 1951
and 1952 for t118 ll.lltgers Variety only.
Percent
Lot R8W Product Compositio~X Process# Aver2ge Yield of Raw Juice
1
2
3
7
8
IG
13
15
16
20
21
22
2]
100-0-0
0-100-0
75-2.5-0
50-.50-0
0-100-0
0-0-100
75-0-25
50-50-0
25-75-0
25-0 ..7.5
Field Run
'0-100-0
100-0-0
100-0-0
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
79.9
80.0
77.0
78.0
76.8
78.1
81.6
80.7
75.0
79.0
78.8
82.3
77.2
75.5
82.0
86.0
75.4
81.0
81.0
83.0
84.0
/1 - 1 Cold Bre2Je - 2 Extrocts - "V'fall{er VV2.. 11('1ce
2 Hot BreEl.!<: - ·;.i21ker YJ[,.llace
x - 1st lJo. inicQtes 7~ I'Jo. l's; 2nd I\Io. %l'Jo. 2's 2ccount color;
3rd No. %No. 2's account defects.
"r
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T~ble K. Yield Relationship by Process Disreg2rding R2W Product Oomposition,
Yeetr (1951 p.nd 195;2), and Variety.
Percent
Pr~ocess# Ove~ll Avero.ge Yield
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
o
64.7
60.7
fI: - 1 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - Vlalker iflallnce
2 trot BreaJ<: - TIalker -J[nllc:ce
5 Cold' Break ~ 1 Extract Mallory
6 Hot BreC'.k - M'lllory
7 Cold Break - 2 Ext~acts - Conventi.onal cook
8 Hot Break - Conventionnl cook
9 Cold BreC!wk - 1 Extract - VV~lker V\[allace
o Cold Break - 1 Extract - Conventional cook
thore was only a slightly higher yield (.7%) for Process 2 under these pilot pl~nt
conditions. P.s outlined in the disctlSsion of Table E, both Hcald break" and
tlhot brealcu processes offer certain <,::dvantages. From the discussion of Table K,
there 2ppears to be little difference in the yields obtained by using these tvro
processes. Therefore, from the discussion of T~ble E, it would seem that, in
general, a higher qU£'.lity canned tomato juice could be manuf2.ctured from high
que.lity r2.v:r stock by using the "cold breakH process (Process 1), TThile 8. higher
qunlity cGnned to~;to juice could be manufactured from lower quality raw stock
by using the nhot breal{tt process (Process 2).
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The yield obtained using Process 7 (cold break - 2 extr2cts ~onvention~l
cook) is almost the sarno 28 ,~ith Process 1, also two extractions, or 78.2 and
78.5 percent respectively.
Average percent yield dC'.te. obtained using Process 6 and Process 8, both "hot
breal(tt processes, 28 is Process 2, are 77.9 and 79.5 perCo11t respectively as
comp2red to 79.2 for Proces3 2.
In tho dase of processes 5, 9, [1,nd 0 vfhich arc e.ll Heold breal<ft, one extract
processes, the d2tG in T~ble K show them to h2ve considerably lower percent
yields (8 •.5 to 18.8 percent lovier). Due to the lUJITer yields obtained under
these pilot plo.nt conditions, these three processes appear to be of little
commercial v~lue.
I •
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SUldlvl".RY
1. The rolptionship of r2J,Y grade to processed grade ShOYTS that 2. Processor
cGn gener~lly OXIBct to pGct Grcde A or Fancy tomato juice from tomQtoes
of a raw product composition of 60 percont No. l's, 20 percent No. 2's
for color and 10 percont 1'To. 2' s for defects or better. There are
exc8ptions to t,his grade relc:. tionship depending on the va.riables of
variety, process or season.
2. In theso studies on the rolcl.tionship of r2.vlf grades of tom']. toes to processod
gr~des of canned tomato juice n better grade re12tionship was obtained when
the fnctors variety, processing methods, 2.nd seasonal variations 1JIlere con-
sidered. This relationship waE further improved when the grade of the raw
product was established by objectively determining the color of one raw pro-
dllct.
3. On the b'asis of average total scores and avernge color scores obtained on
canned tonlato juice processed frolil raVl prodtlct of equiv~.lent qllality,
genernlly the Stokesdale variety was found to be inferior to the Hutgers
Gnd Long Red varieties, nnd gener~lly the Long lied variety W2S found to be
inferior to the Rutgers v2riety.
4. The v~riable of season (ye2r) h2d little effect on the grade relationship
vrhen manufacturing c2nned tomato juice from the Rutgers vt.riety.
5. By clrssifying the lots on the bc~sis of Hunter alb color ratio groups of
the raw product, there was a direct relationship between ray! product color
vctlues, alb color ratios of c2,nned tOrr!:to juice and U.S.D.A. color scores.
6. In terms of the Huntere/b ratio relationship of r2.VIJ' product to finished
product, the Heold break" process (2 extracts - plete-pr'.steurized) Vv(1S
fOllnd to gi'\re higher qurtlity canned tomC',to jllice than t·le "hot breaku
process (p12te-pastmurized) vlhen using 2. rd:VI product of high quality, The
reverse of this w~s found with a rnw product of lower quality; th2t is,
"~ '\ ,;. ~ . .
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the Uhot break" process (plate-pasteurized) produced ccnned tomc"to juiee of
higher q.uality thn11 the "cold breQkn process. In generC',l, the effect of
process on the gr<.":,de relt:.tionship 1/\[(;,8 not appreciable vlhen using the Iiutgers
varietJr ; hovrever, in the dnse of the Stokesdale [tnd Long Red varieties,
the variables of process acfifected the gro.de rel~,tiorlship me-terie.lly.
7. 1bere vras a direct r~lationship between the U.S.D.A. Color Score for
canned tom?to juice ~nd the Hunter alb color ratio of c2nned tomato
jllice.
8. In general, i:J'ith increasing raYl product color (H1.1nter c/b color r~tios),
there VITClS an increasing o/b color rntio loss betYJeen the G/b color rc.tio
of the r~~ product ~nd the alb color r~tio of the cQnned tomcto juice.
9. Little difference TIns found due to the time of inspection (2, 6 ~nd 10
m011ths storv.ge, e:xcept in 1952 llrhen only two inspections '\Ivere m2de after
1 and 5 months stor2ge) with respect to U.S.D,A. total scores 2nd scores
c"ssigned for the f~.ctors of color, consistency, Clb"jsence of dofects ~nd
f12vor. With regard to objective color mensurements, in General, the
IIunter alb color ratio dD~tr\, indicated tl decree.se in color fr01TI 2 to 6
months storc.ge, vvhilc en increase in color 1YC'.S indicc::.ted from 6 to 10
months storo.ge. The Hunter nib color rc-'.tio vt lue 2.t 10 months stor?,ge
was slightly better than the original value at 2 months storage.
10. On the basis of overall averages disregarding variety, se~son, process and
time of inspection, a Hunter alb color ratio for the raw product above
the range of 1060 to 1.69 \ivas requi:(>ed to produce minimur: Grade C canned
tOlna.to ju5.ce for the U.S.D.!:..• grade fac:,',or of color. A raliT product
alb color ratio betw"een 1.F15 and 1.95yvCtS reqllired to obtain minimum Grade
A tomato juice for color.
11. Based on the Hunter alb color rD.tios for canned tomato juice and average
U.S.D.P~. Color Scores J tLe dividing line betvleen Grc~de C and Grade D for
f'
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tl1e score factor of color YfaS found to be in the range of 1.24 to 1.44 and
the dividi11g line betvreen Grade 1~ and Crrade C for the score factor of color
YTaS found to be in the range of 1.52 to 1.68
12. tJnder the pilot pIa nt conditions of this study, there VIas little relation-
ship betvveen yield and ra1iV product grade. Fttrther, little difference in
the o·verall 2verage yields of tonlato juice v'\fere found betvfeon the It cold
breal{tt process (2 extracts) and the tl}10t brea.ktt process.
· "
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COt,TCLUSIQl\TS
On the basis 0.1 this study of canned tomato juice it is concl11uded that
there is a better f;:rr.de relationshil) betvfeen t11e raw product Grade and the
finished product Erade v{hen th.e folla:-rinC fOllr factors are considered: (1) variety
(2) process, (3) seaS011, and (l.t) objective color evalllatian of the ra1JV product.
The tVfO variables havinL~ tJ:18 greatest effect on the grade relations11ip vvere
precess and va.riety. Under the:se pilot plarlt conditions vrrere both of these
variables, variety and process, vvers knmvn, the finished product grade of tomato
juice could be predi.cted franl the original raw product grade. F'urther, 'Vvhen the
raw prOdtlct color grade was interpreted in terms of Hunter alb color ratios, the
grade relstionship was materially improved.
The development of the k~cbeth-MunsellDisk Colorimeter was an outgrowth
of this study on the grade relationship of raw tomatoes to gra~es of canned
tomato juice. ~vo of the basic principles of color were incorporated in the
f,fIacbeth-~lIunsellDisk Colorimeter, that is, (1) controlled and uniform lighting
and (2) the 115e of sta,ndard disks vvith their location standardized with respect
to lighting, sample and observer. Variations in subjective color evaluations
of canned tomato juice were reduced in the 1952 season when all juice vvas
graded with the disk colorimeter. In no case was there a change in color grade
during the 1952 season in the cri.tical alb color ratio rrnge (between Grade A
and Grade C).
Based on this sttldy of tomato juice, t11e Ifunter Color and Color-Differenc
Meter (alb color rptio) can be used as an ob,jective ID_ethod for: (1) determining
the original raw product color.; (2) qllality control (color measurement) during
processing.; and (3) detern1ining the color score of canned tomato juice. 'l'he
alb color ratio of the raw product was found to be more specific for predicting
the color of the canned tomato juice than was the actual grade composition of
the ra.w prodllct.
; ,..
.1;
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ItEC 0IvmJ1El'JDJ~TI ONS
To improve the relationship between the ray{ prodllct grade and the finj~shed
product grade of tornDto jll:lCe it is recor!lnlended that the gra.ding of raw tomatoes
for lnanufactllre of tomato juice be based on the obj ecti"\le color evaluHtion of
the extracted pulp froya tIle raVf tomatoes.
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Appendix I
- Tabular Data -
Quality and Yield Relationships of
Canned Tomato Juice
" .. ;.-.
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TABLE I Grade Relatinnship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade
Disregarding year, variety, process and Time of Inspection.
Lot Raw Product Can Total Consis-
No o CompositionX Cotmt Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
1 100-00-0 13t~9 91.]. 27.5 11J..7 13.5 35.4 A
3 75-25-0 558 91.5 27.2 11~.8 13.9 35.6 A
4 75-15-10 240 91.8 27.7 1409 13e8 35,,5 A
5 60-40-0 1!~4 93.3 28.0 15.0 13.6 36.8 A
6 60-20-20 205 91.4 27.7 14.7 13.4 35.5 A
7 50-50-0 541 90.7 27.0 14.8 1305 35.4 A
8 0-100-0 912 88.4 26.2 14.4 13.2 34.5 A
9 40-60-0 162 91.3 27.3 14.9 13.7 36.4 A
12 100 culls 54 88.2 27.2 lh.8 13.4 32 .6i~ C
13 75...0-.25 144 92.8 28.1 14.9 13.5 36.J... A
14 50..0-50 120 92.8 27.8 1$.0 13.7 36.3 A
15 25....75...0 171 88.6 25.9·~· 14.7 13.5 34.6 c
20 Field Run 694 90.9 27.3 14.7 13.5 35.5 A
30 90-10-0 108 90.9 21.1 14.9 14.0 35.1 A
31 60-30-10 96 82.1 26.1 14.8 12.2 31e3~~ C
x - 1st No. indicates %I~o. l's; 2nd ~Jo. %No. 2's account color; and 3rd No.
%No. 2 account defects.
i} - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE II Grade Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade
and Variety Disregarding Year, Process and Time of Inspection.
Lot Ravl Prodnet Can Total Consia-
No. CompositionX Variety~ COtU1t Score Color Defects tency Flavor .Grade
1 100-0--0 S 382 87 ..1 26.2 14.6 13.0 33.6 A
R 807 92.8 28.2 14.8 13.8 36.1 A
L 160 91e4 27~5 14.'7 13.6 35.7 A
3 75-25-0 S 192 88.7 26.4 14.8 13.4 34.1 A
R 312 92.9 21.8 14.7 14.0 36.4 A
L 54 92.9 27 0 0 14.9 1408 36.2 A
4 75-15-10 S 126 91.0 27.4 15.0 13.9 34.8 A
R 114 92 0 6 27.9 14.9 13.6 36.2 A
5 60-40-0 S 72 93.3 2704 14.9 14.3 36.7 A
R 72 93.3 28.7 15.0 12.8 36.9 A
6 60-20-20 S 109 91.3 27 .4 15.0 14.0 35.0 A
R 96 91.6 28.1 14e5 12.9 36.1 A
7 50-50-0 s 108 90.4 26.7 14.8 13.5 35.4 A
R 349 91.0 27.3 14.8 13.3 35.6 A
L 84 89.6 26~2 14.1 14.1 34..6 A
8 0-100-0 S 306 87.8 25e91~ 1407 13.5 33.8 c
R 414 89.4 26?6 14.3 13.2 35.3 A
L 192 86.9 2"" 8~" 14.3 12.8 33.9 c?
9 40-60-0 S 72 92.7 27.0 11~.9 14.2 36.5 A
R 90 92.1 27.6 14.9 13.3 36.3 A
12 100 culls S 36 89.3 28.0 15.0 13.5 32.8i f. C
R 18 86.0 25.7* 14.3 13.. 3 32.3* c
13 75....0-25 R l!~}.,. 92.8 28.1 14.9 13.5 36.4 A
14 50-0-50 R 120 92.8 27.8 15.0 13.7 36.3 A
15 25-75-0 s 54 88.2 26.1 14.6 1).3 34.2 A
R 48 93.0 27.',f. 14.9 13.8 36.9 A
L 69 85.9 24.7" 14.8 13.5 33.) c
20 Field Run S 36 92.5 27.3 14.5 14.3 36.3 A
R 605 91.3 27.6 14.7 13.5 3~.6 A
L 53 85.7 4 6?} 1405 13.1 33.4 C2 •
30 90-10-0 S 54 89.6 26.6 14.9 13.9 34.6 A
R 54 92.2 27.6 14.8 14.1 35.6 .It
31 60.-30....10 S 54 81-t..4 25.111- 14.9 12.5 .)~31.4~t C
R 42 79.2 27.4 14.'7 11.8 31.2" c
x - 1st No. indicates %No. l's; 2nd No. %No. 2's account colorr and 3rd No. %
No. 2 account defects.
# - S (Stokesdale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red)
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE III Grade Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade
and Year Disregarding Variety, Process and Time of Inspection.
Lot Raw Product Can Total Consis-- Total
No. GOln!)ositionX Year Count Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
1 100-0-0 49 144 86.4 25e8~~ 14.8 1.3.0 33.0 c
,0 144 94.4 28.8 15,0 13.1 31., A
51 914 91.4 27.6 14.6 1307 35~4 A
52 147 91.1 2701 14.8 13.6 35.0 A
3 7~-2'''O 49 108 88.6 26.2 14.9 13.4 34.1 A
50 144 94e4 28.4 14.9 14.0 3703 A
51 246 90.8 27 0 0 14e 6 13e9 3504 A
52 60 92.1 27.5 15.0 14.6 35.0 A
4 75-15-10 49 114 90~3 27.1 14.8 13.8 34.6 A
50 126 93.1 2801 15.0 1).7 36.2 A
5 60-40 50 144 93.3 28c.O 15.0 J.3.6 36.8 A
6 60-20-20 49 79 89.4 26.7 14.4 13 ..4 34.9 A
50 126 92.6 28.3 Itl..9 13.5 35.9 A
1 50..50-0 50 162 92.7 27.9 15e O 13.4 36.3 A51 21~6 90.!~ 26.7 11~.7 13.6 35.4 A
52 133 88.7 26.!~ 1}.J..7 13.3 34.2 A
8 0-100-0 50 126 89.7 26.5 13.9 13.7 35.7 A
51 720 88.4 26.3 14.5 13.2 34.4 A
52 66 85.1 24c5~( 14.9 13.0 32.6·* c
9 1~o-60 50 162 92.3 27.3 14.9 13.7 36.4 A
12 100 culls 50 Sl-l 88.2 27.2 14.8 13.4 32 .6'){~ C
13 75-0-2$ 51 72 92.8 28.4 14.8 12.7 36.8 A
52 72 92.9 27.8 15.0 14.3 35.9 A
14 50-0-50 51 36 92.8 28.5 15.0 13.0 36.3 A
52 84 92..1 21.5 15.0 14.0 36.2 A
15 25-75-0 51 171 88.6 2'.9i t- l!~.7 13.5 34.6 c
20 Field Run 51 S50 91.3 27.5 1!~.6 13.5 35.7 A
52 144 8905 26.6 14.8 13.4 34.7 A
30 90-10-0 49 108 90.9 27.1 1409 14.0 35.1 A
31 60-30-10 49 96 82.1 26.1 1!~.8 12.2 31c3* C
x - 1st No. indicates %No. l's; 2nd No. %No. 2 t s account color; end 3rd No. %
No. 2 account defects.
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE IV Grade Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade,
Year and Variety, Disregarding Process and Time of Inspection.
Lot Raw Prodl1ct #: Can Total Consis-
No. CompositionX Year Variety!' Count Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
1 100-0-0 49 S 72 81 0 2 24. 2~~ 14 0 8 12.1 30.4i~ C
R 72 91.6 27.4 14,8 13.9 350 6 A
50 S 51.J 93.9 28.0 150 0 13.6 3703 A
R 90 91~o8 29.2 15.0 1209 37.7 A
51 S 256 8?7 26.4 1404 13 0 2 33.8 A
R 498 93.2 28~2 14,,1 14 0 0 36.2 A
L 160 91 u4 27.5 14.7 13.6 35.7 A
52 R 43 91 0 3 27.2 14.8 1),3 35.9 A
75..2,..0 49 S 72 86 e 3 25c71( 1408 13 0 0 32.7i~ C
R 36 9.303 21.3 15 0 0 1402 36c 8 A
50 S 72 94 0 1 28~O 14.8 14.3 37.1 A
R 72 94 0 8 28.8" 114.9 13.8 37.4" A51 S 48 84.3 25.0;\- 14.8 12ca8 31.8" c
R 144 92.3 27.6 14.5 13.9 36.',." A
L 54 92.9 27.0 14.9 14.8 36.2 A
52 R 60 92.1 27.5 1500 14.6 35.0 A
4 75-15-10 49 S 5li 89.2 26.7 14.9 13.7 34.1 A
R 60 91.3 27.5 14.8 14,,0 35.1 A
50 S 12 92.3 27.9 15.0 14.1 35.3 A
R 54 94.1 28.4 15.0 13.2 37.4 A
5 60-40-0 50 s 72 93.3 27.4 14.9 14,3 36.1 A
R 72 93.3 28.7 15.0 12.8 36.9 A
6 60-20-20 49 S 37 89.9 26.2 15.0 14.2 34.6 A
R 42 89.0 27.2 ··14.() 12.7 35.1 A
50 S 72 92.0 28.0 15.0 13.8 35.1 A
R 54 93.5 28.8 14.9 13.0 36.8 A
7 50..50-0 So s 72 93.? 27 0 6 15.0 14.0 36.6 A
R 90 92.3 28.2 15,-,0 12.9 36.1 A
51 S 36 8J4.8 25.0~~ 14.5 12 ..5 32 .8?~ C
R 126 92 0 6 27.5 11~o8 13.6 36.7 A
L 84 89 0 6 26.2 14.7 14.1 34.6 A
52 R 133 88.7 26.4 14.7 13.3 34.2 A
8 0-100..0 ,0 S 72 91cO 26.2 15.0 14.0 35.8 A
R 54 88.0 26.9 12.4 13.2 35.4 A51 S 234 86.8 25.8~( 14.6 13.3 33.2 c
R 294 90.6 27.0" 14.6 13.2 35.9 A
L 192 86.9 25.8~:- 14.3 12.8 33.9\(. c52 R 66 85.1 24.5-1\- 14.9 13.0 32.6-" c
9 40-60-0 50 s '72 92.7 27,0 14.9 14.2 36.5 A
R 90 92.1 . 27.6 14.9 13.3 36.3 A
12 100 culls 50 S 36 89.3 ' 28.0 15.0 13.5 8*32. ?(- C
R 18 86.0 25.7* 14.3 13.3 32.3 c
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TABLE IV, cont'd
Lot RaVl Product
.IL Can Total Consis-
No. CompositionX Year Varietyit Count Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
13 75-0-25 51 R 72 92.8 28.4 14.8 12.1 36.8 A
52 R 72 94.9 27.8 15.0 14.3 35.9 A
14 50-0-50 51 R 36 92.8 28 0 5 150 0 13.0 36.3 A
$2 R 8J-$. 92 0 7 27.5 150 0 14 0 0 36.2 A
15 25-75-0 51 s 54 88.2 26.1 1J..".6 13.3 34.2 A
R 48 93 e O 27.5 1409 13.8 36.9 A
L 69 85.9 24.7 i t- 1408 13.5 33.3 c
20 Field Run 51 S 36 92,,5 27.3 1h.5 14.3 36.3 A
R 461 91.8 27.9 ..1.- 14.7 13.5 35.9 A
L 53 85.7 24~6"X 14.,5 13 0 1 33.4 C
52 R 144 8905 26.6 14.8 13c4 34.7 A
30 90-10-0 49 S 54 89.6 26()6 1409 13.9 34.6 A'
R 5}~ 92.2 27.6 11~G8 l}.+,l 35.6 A
31 60-.30... 10 1~9 s 54 84e4 25.1i~ 14c9 12c5 31 4~r C
• ~t.R 42 79.2 27.1.,. 14.7 11.8 31.2" c
x - 1st No. i11dicates )~ No. l's; 2nd 110. 5:b IJo. 2'8 account color; and 3rd No. %No.
2 account defectsb
# - S (Stokesdale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red)
* - Ir!dicates limiting rule VIi thirl grade.
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TABLE V Grade Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade, Year and Inspection#
Disregarding Process and Variety.
Lot Raw Product Total Score Color Defects Consistency Flavor Grade
NO e CornpositionX Year 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
1 100-0-0 49 85.2 8703 86 f1 8 25..3~~ 26 0 0 26~1 14.9 1409 1405 12 0 6 13.0 1303 3207-~ 33.4 32.9->'} cAe
50 95.7 9504 92 0 2 29 0 0 29 0 1 28 0 1 15.0 150 0 15.0 DoD 1303 13.1 380 7 380 0 3600 AAA51 910 8 92 0 1 90.1 2707 27.7 27~3 140 6 14.9 1404 14.0 1309 13.2 35.6 35e7 34.9 AAA
52 91.2 910 1 -- 27~7 2707 -- 14.8 146 8 ...- 13$9 13.3 -- 3407 35.2 -- AA-
3 75-25-0 49 90 0 5 88 0 5 86.7 2705 2.5.~ 2505* 150 0 150 0 140 6 13.8 1307 12 0 8 34~2 3402 33.8 Ace
50 95.1 94 0 8 93.5 28 0 3 28.5 280 4 150 0 14.8 14~8 14.4 13.8 13·~9 37 0 6 37.8 36.4 AAA
51 8903 9304 89,,8 26.8 27.5 26.5 14Q6 14,,9 1403 140 0 140 1 13.4 3309 36.9 3505 AAA52 90 0 6 93.6 - 27.4 27.6 -- 150 0 15eO - 15.0 1402 -- 33.2 36.8 - AA ..
4 75-15-10 49 92 c l 89.6 89.3 27.7 26.7 27.0 1409 1409 1407 13.8 14c2 1304 35.8 33.8 3402 AAA
50 94.1 94 0 6 90.6 28 0 0 28.1 28.3 150 0 15.0 15.0 14Qo 1307 13.4 37.1 37.7 3309 Ii 1~ A
5 60-40-0 50 93 0 1 94.0 92~9 28co 28.1 28.0 15·~o 15.0 14.9 13.7 13.4 13.6 36.4 37.5 36.4 AAA
6 60-20-20 49 89c l 8903 89.9 26.9 26.4 26 0 8 14.6 1403 14c:4 12.7 14.,0 13G5 35.0 34.5 35.2 fi.. Ii Ii.
50 94.1 9302 90c6 28 0 6 28.3 28.1 14.8 150 0 15Qo 140 0 13c4 13.0 360 7 36.4 34.5 AAA
7 50-50-0 50 92 0 3 92~9 92 0 8 2705 28.2 28 0 0 150 0 150 0 150 0 13.6 13.3 13g3 36.3 36.3 36 0 4 AAA
51 92.,6 90~1 88 0 4 27 0 1 26 0 7 26 0 2 1409 14a9 14.5 1404 13.5 12 0 9 36 0 3 35.1 34 0 8 1~ .b. J\
52 88.2 8902
-
26.5 26e3 ...... 140 6 140 8 ...- 13.4 13.3 - 33.6 34.8 ....... A [4 ~
8 O-IOO-f) 50 88,2 92 0 3 88.7 2507* 27.3 26.6 1405 140 0 13 0 1 13.7 13 0 6 13.7 34.3 37.4 3503 C 1;. A
51 90.2 8709 87.2 26f)8 26.0 26.0 1405 14.7 14~3 13 0 8 13.3 12.4 350 0 33 0 8 3405 II [).. ~
52 83.8 86.8 -- 2403''~ 2408~t - 15.0 140 8 -- 13.0 13,,0 -- 3105 340 0 - c c ....
9 40-60-0 50 92~O 93.2 91.8 26.9 27.7 27.4 1409 15.,0 140 8 13.9 13 0 6 13.7 36.3 37.0 35.9 A l~ 1..
12 100 culls 50 88.5 85.0 84.0* 26.0 27.5 27.0 150 0 14-.:0 1500 14.0 13.5 1305 33 ..5 30.0* 280 0* l~ C e
13 75-0-25 51 93.3 93.0 92.0 !8.8 28.3 28.3 15 0 0 150 0 1405 13.3 12.3 12.5 36.3 37.5 3608 i~ ;l. L.
52 92 0 0 93.8 ...- 27.8 21.8 - 1.500 1500 -- 14.5 11~.o -- 34.7 37.2 - r r..... .J.i- ....
14 50-0-50 51 94~5 90 0 5 9305 28 0 5 28 0 0 29~O 15~O 15 0 0 150 0 140 0 12 0 0 13.0 37.0 35.5 36.5 oL~ oLio. .L ..
52 92 0 0 93.4
-
27.,4 27.6 -- 15<to 15,,0 -- 14cc 14.0 -- 35.6 36.9 -- 1\ :i~ i~ ..
t:
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TABLE V (conttd)
Lot Raw Product Total Score Color Defects Cons istency Flavor Grade
No~ Comb'ositionX Year 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 123
. . . . l 4
15 25..75-0 51 89c4 8900 87.4 26.2 26 0 1 25.4~~ 140 6 1409 1407 13 0 8 140 0 12 0 7 340 8 3403 34.7 !. It, C
20 Field Run 51 92 0 0 92.3 8904 27.8 2705 27.3 140 6 14e9 1404 140 0 1307 12 0 8 351)6 360 3 350 1 t' ." f\.4.~ ~,\, ~~
52 89 0 1 89c9 -- 26.6 26 0 6 -- 140 6 1409 -- 1307 13$2 -- 34c3 35.2 --- '. I't... ~ .I......
30 90-10-0 49 91.7 91 0 6 89.4 27 0 8 26 0 8 26.7 15.0 14~9 140 6 140 0 14.6 13.5 3409 35.7 34.,6 i~ I. 1:••
31 60-30-10 49 76.0 88 0 0 8ge3 26.0 26 0 0 26.4 14.8 141:>9 1407 10 0 1 1303 13.2 25.1{} 33 0 8 350 0 D 1. :~
x - 1st No. indicates %No. Its; 2nd No o %No o 2 f s account color; and 3rd No. %No o 2 account defects~
# - Inspection (1 - two months; 2 - 6 months; 3 - 10 months)
~f - Indicates limiting rule 1~Jithin grade.
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TP1BLE VI Or.a.de Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade
and Process, Disregarding Year and Time of Inspection.
Lot Raw Product Can Total Consis-
No. CompositionX Process# Count Score Color Defects tenoy Flavor Grade
t
1 100-0-0 1 323 91.9 28.0 14.7 13.6 35.6 A
2 338 92,.3 27.6 14.9 13.4 36.4 A
5 72 87.2 260 1 14.5 13 c 2 33.3 A
6 30 900 4 26.8 14.6 14.2 34.8 A
7 lO!~ 89.9 28.1 14 0 1 13.8 33.6 A
8 90 92 0 9 28.1 14.5 1404 3509 A
9 104 89.4 26.6 11~.t6 13 0 8 34.4 A
3 75-25....0 1. 144 9305 27.9 11.+.7 14e5 36e4 A
2 78 92 0 7 2702 15.0 lL.3 360 2 A
5 30 76~o 23f)2~~ 14.0 10,,6 28.2~~ c
6 36 90.0 26.5 11~.5 14.0 35,,0 A
9 18 92.3 27.3 l!~. 7 1407 3507 A
7 50-50-0 1 181 89()9 26.9 14~7 13.4 35~o A
2 132 91.0 26,,6 14.9 13.9 3507 A
5 48 8504 2501~~ 14.8 13.0 32.5{~ c
6 18 91.3 27.0 14Q7 1307 36.0 A
8 Q...IOO-O 1 202 86.6 25.6* 14.5 12c.6 3309 c
2 244 89.5 260 2 14.8 13 0 0 35.4 A
5 36 82~9 2309~~ 14$5 12.3 32.2* c
6 18 92.3 26.7 15~o 1403 36.3 A
7 54 85.4 26$3 1309 13 0 9 31.3* c
8 89 91.5 26e 8 ll~. 7 1405 35e5 A
9 107 88.2 26.3 1404 12.9 3405 A
0 36 86.2 28.0 14.0 13.7 3005~~ C
13 75-0-25 1 72 93.2 28 e4 14.9 13.5 36.4 A
2 72 92 0 5 27.8 14.9 13ol~ 36.3 A
14 50-0-50 1 54 93.4 27.8 1.5.0 13.9 36,8 A
2 66 92.2 27 0 8 15~o 13.5 35 0 8 A
15 25--85-0 1 71 89.8 26.5 14.8 13<>1 35.0 A
2 29 86.2 24~5* 11+.8 12 0 8 34 0 1 c
5 35 87.4 25. 7~f- 14.2 13 05 34(11 c
6 18 91.0 27~O 15.0 14.0 35~o A
9 18 88.0 25. 7")~ 15q O 13.3 34 0 0 c
20 Field Run 1 250 90Q8 27.1 11+~6 13 ct 2 35.8 A
2 126 91.2 27.2 140.7 13.7 35.9 A
5 66 83.0 25.5-~~ 1404 12.4 30. 7~f- C
6 36 93 0 2 27~3 14~7 14.3 36,8 A
7 36 90.8 280 2 1493 13.8 34.5 A
8 54 94.2 27.9 1409 14c!~ 37.0 A
9 108 92 0 8 28.5 11~o8 13.4 36.1 A
0 18 94 0 0 28 ..0 lS~O 14 •.3 36~7 A
# - 1 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - 1"ralker 1~rallace X - 1st No. indicates %No.
2 Hot Break - Vvalker 'Vallace Its; 2nd No. %No. 218
5 Cold Break - 1 Extract-Mallory account color; 3rd No.
6 Hot Break - Mallory %No. 2 account defects.
7 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - Conventional Cook
8 Hot Break - Conventional Cook ~~ _. Indicates limiting rule
9 Cold Break - 1 Extract .. '~ralker ~iVallace within gradeo
o Cold Break - 1 Extract - Conventional Cook
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TABlE VIr (c(m,ttd)
Lot Ra11\T Product Can Total Consis-
No. CompositionX Year Process# Count Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
20 Field Run 51 0 18 94.0 28«,0 IScO 14.3 36.7 A
51 1 142 91 0 6 27~3 1!~.,6 13.2 36~5 A
52 1 108 89.8 26.9 1407 13.2 35.0 A
51 2 90 92 0 3 27 0 8 1407 1305 36.7 A
52 2 36 88.5 25 .. 7i~ 140 8 1402 33~8 C
51 5 66 83.0 25eS* 1404 12 8 4 30. 7~~ C
51 6 36 93 0 2 27.3 l}~o 7 14D3 36.8 A
51 7 36 900 8 28~2 14.3 13.8 3405 A
51 8 54 94 0 2 27G9 14.9 14&4 37.0 A
51 9 108 92.,8 28.5 14.8 13e4 36.1 A
x - 1st No. i~dlcate s %No. 1 f s; 2nd No.. %No. 2 t S account color; and 3rd No. %
No. 2'8 account defects.
# - 1 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - TiTalker vTallace
2 Hot Break - '~Talker 1r"rallace
5 Cold Break - 1 Extract-Mallory
6 Ilot Break - Mallory
7 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - Conventional Cook
8 Hot Break - Conventional Cook
9 Cold Break - 1 Ji:xtract - 1J\lalker l~rallace
o Cold Break - 1 Extract - Conventional Cook
* - Indicates limiting rule 1~thin grade.
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TABLE VII Grade Relationship of Canned Tomato Juice by Raw Product Grade,
Year (1951 and 1952 only) and Process, Disregarding Variety and
Time of Inspecti.on.
Lot RavV' Product Can Total Consis-
No. CompositionX Year Processll Count Score Color Defects tency Flavor Grade
1 100-.0-0 51 1 227 92.3 27.9 Ih.7 13.7 36.0 A
52 1 96 91.1 28.1 14.8 13.,> 34.6 A
51 2 287 92.5 27.8 14.9 13•.1.~ 36.5 A
52 2 51 91.3 26.9 1409 13.8 35.6 A
51 5 72 87.2 26,,1 14ft5 13.2 33.3 A
51 6 30 9o,~4 26 0 8 1!~.6 14 0 2 34.8 A
51 7 104 89.9 28.1 14 0 1 13.8 33.6 A51 8 90 92.9 28.1 1405 14.4 35.9 A
51 9 104 89.4 26.6 14.6 13 0 8 31~.4 A
3 75..25-0 51 1 108 93.1 27.8 14.6 14.4 36'09 A52 1 36 92.1 28.2 15.0 14.7 34 0 8 A
51 2 54 93.3 270'-+ 1500 14.2 36.7 A52 2 24 91,,3 26.5 15.0 1405 3503 A
51 5 30 76.0 23tt2~~ 14.0 10.6 28.2-~t- c
51 6 36 90.0 26.5 14.5 1400 35.0 A
51 9 18 92.3 27.3 14.7 14.7 35.7 A
7 50~50..0 51 1 108 91.5 27.1 14.7 13.8 35.9 A52 1 73 87.6 26.7 14.6 12.8 3305 A
51 2 72 91.9 27.0 14.8 13.8 36.3 A
52 2 60 90.0 26.1 14.9 1400 35.0 A
51 5 48 85.4 25 .1-~( 14.8 13.0 32.5~r C
51 6 18 91 0 3 27.0 14.7 1307 36.0 A
8 0-100-0 51 1 172 87.2 25.9~ 14.1-1. 12.6 31~.•4 c
52 1 30 83.0 24 0 2* 15 0 0 12.2 31$6* C
51 2 208 8909 26.5 14.7 12 0 9 35.7 A52 2 36 86.8 24.8i~ 140 8 13.7 33e5 C
51 5 36 82.9 23.9~( 14.5 12.3 32.2* c
51 6 18 92.3 26.7 -15.0 1403 360 3 A
51 7 S4 85.4 26.3 13<;9 13.9 31.3* c
51 8 89 910> 26.8 1407 1405 3505 A
51 9 107 88 0 2 26.3 14,,4 12.9 34.5 A51 0 36 86.2 28.0 14.0 13.7 30.5;'} c
13 75-0-25 51 1 36 92.7 28.2 14.8 12 0 8 36.8 A52 1 36 93.7 28 0 7 15.0 14e 2 36.0 A
51 2 36 92.8 28.7 14.8 121)5 36.8 A
$2 2 36 92.2 27 0 0 15.0 14.3 35.8 A
14 50-0-50 51 1 18 95.0 28.3 15.0 140 0 37.7 A
52 1 36 92 1J 7 27.5 15.0 13.8 36~3 A
51 2 18 900 7 28.7 15.0 12 0 0 3,.0 A
52 2 48 92.8 27.5 15.0 14.1 36.1 A
15 27-75..0 51 1 71 89 a 8 26e5 14.8 13.7 35.0 A51 ') 29 86.1 24.5* 14.8 12.8 34.1 c'-.
51 5 35 87~4 250 7{~ 14.2 1395 34.1 c
51 6 18 91.0 27.0 15~o 14.0 35.0 A
51 9 18 88..0 250 7~~ 1500 13.3 34.0 c
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TABLE VIII Color Relationships between Hunter alb Color Ratios of Raw Tomato
Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S .D.A. Color SCOI"es Disregarding
Variety, Year, Process and Time of Inspection.
RATY PRODUCT CANNED PI~ODUCT
-------------- --------------------------Average
alb CoJ.or Average alb Average alb alb Color Average U.S.D.A.
- - - - -~- - - - - - -~o Gr.oupo Color Ratio Color Ratio natio Loss Color Score Color Grade
1.5 1.57 1.49 ,,08 22.3~~ D
1.6 1.65 1.47 .18 24.6-~~ c
1.7 1.76 1.51 025 2403-* c
1 0 8 1.85 1.60 .25 26.2 !
1.9 1.95 1.57 .38 26.0 A
2.0 2.04 1.64 (140 26.8 A
2.1 2.15 1.74 .41 27.4 A
2.2 2.25 1.77 .}~8 27.7 A
2.3 2.34 1.84 .50 28.3 A
2.4 2.1+4 1.91 .53 28~S A
2.5 2.55 1.95 .60 28.8 A
2.6 2.61 1.91 .70 28.9 A
2.7 2.71 1.86 .85 28.5 A
o - All lots grouped on alb color ratio values. 1.5 group includes all lots 1.50
to 1.59, 1.6 group includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, etc.
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE IX Color Relationships between HtUlter alb Color Ratios of Raw Tomato
Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A. Color Scores by Variety,
Disregarding Year, Process and Time of Inspection.
R.t\.~nl PRODUCT CANNED PRODUCT
----------------- ------A~~~-------------~-
alb Color Average alb Average alb alb Color Average U.S.D.A.
Ratio.Groupo Varie~'l# Color Rati?.- Color Ratio Ratio Loss Color Score -Color-Grade
1.5 S 1.57 1 .. 49 .,08 22 o3~f- D
1.6 s 1 0 64 1 0 56 .08 2'o8~~ c
R 1 Q 67 le41 026 23b6-~ C
L 1.65 1 c 30 .35 22. 7~~ D
1.7 s 1.76 1.55 021 24.o~~ C
R 1.74 1.42 ~32 250~*' C
1.8 s 1.84 1.69 .1, 26G9 A
R 1.84 1,53 .31 25. 8~~ c
L 1.86 1.50 .36 2504~~ c
1.9 s 1 0 95 1~62 .,33 26.1 A
R 1.94 1.60 .34 26e 7 A
L 1.94 1.44 .So 24~8~f- C
2 0 0 s 2.03 1.65 .38 26.8 A
R 2.04 1 0 64 .40 260 9 A
L 2&06 1 0 56 .50 260 0 A
2.1 S 2 c 16 1~.77 .39 27,,3 A
R 2.15 1(,74 .hl 27~7 A
L 2 0 15 1\68 e47 26.8 A
2.2 S 20 24 1~75 .49 27c.3 A
R 2.25 1~78 .47 27.9 A
L 2.25 lc67 .58 26.6 A
2 • .3 S 2 e 3h lQ9t~ "ho 28.,7 A
R 20 33 1(82 .51 28~3 A
L 2 0 35 1.86 l)49 28 Q 2 A
2.4 1\ 2o tJ.4 1.91 .53 28.,5 A
2.5 R 2.55 1.95 .60 28.8 A
2.6 R 2.61 1.91 .70 28.9 A
2.7 R 2.71 1,86 .85 28~5 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio values~ 1.5 group includes all lots 1.50
to 1~59, 1.6 ~roup includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, etc.
# - S (Stokesdale; R (Rutgers); L (I,OIlg Red).
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE X Color Relationships between Hunter alb Ratios of Raw Tomato Juice,
Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D,A. Color Scores by Years, Disregarding
Variety, Process and Time of Inspection.
R.A1V Pi10 DUCT CAI'JNED PRO DUCT
-------------- .... - ------A~r~e--------------
alb Color .Average alb Average alb alb Color __ ~v!!:.r~~ !!,.§...Q.!._ __
Ratio Groupo Year Color Ratio Color Ratio Ratio Loss Color Score Color Grade
1..5 51 1~57 1.49 .08 22.3-* D
1.6 50 1.62 1.5!~ .08 25.3* c
51 1 •. 65 1.48 .17 24.9~~ c
52 11)67 1.41 026 23()6i~ c
1 0 7 50 1.76 1.79 f .03 27.3 A51 1.77 1.19 .58 19.0i~ D
52 1.74 1.1.~2 .32 25.o~t- C
1.8 50 1.85 1~69 .16 260 8 A
51 1.84 It57 .27 25 98~~ c
52 1.86 1.45 .41 25.6-~~ C
1.9 50 1.97 1.75 .22 26.9 A
51 1.94 1.56 .38 2509~~ c
52 lo9!~ 1.52 .42 26 04 A
2.0 50 2.03 10 73 .30 27.5 A51 20 04 1.63 .l~l 36.7 A
52 2e o6 1 0 56 .50 26.3 A
2.1 50 2.15 1.81 .34 27.5 A
51 2 0 15 1.73 042 27 ..5 A
52 2.ll~ 1.57 057 26~8 A
2.2 50 2,27 1.84 .43 28.1 A
51 2.24 1.75 .49 27.7 A
52 2.25 1.73 .52 27.6 A
2.3 ,a 2.33 1.95 .38 28.7 A
51 2.31.1- lq84 .50 28.3 A
52 2.34 1.74 .60 27.9 A
2.4 50 2c!t4 1.93 .51 28~6 A
51 2 c41~ 1.87 057 28~3 A
,2 2c43 1.93 •.50 29 0 2 A
2.5 50 2.55 2,,00 5~ 28.9 A. ,.,
51 2.56 1.75 .81 28 0 0 A
52 2.56 1.92 0 64 28.6 A
2.6 51 2.61 1.87 .74 28~7 A
52 2,61 20 01 .60 29.5 A
2.7 52 2.71 1.86 .85 28.5 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio valueso 1.5 group includes all lots 1.,0
to 1~59, 1.6 group includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, -etc"
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
','
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TABLE XI Color Relationships between Hunter alb Color Ratios of Raw Tomato
Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A. Color Scores by Year and
Variety, Disregarding Process and Time of Inspectio~
RiiiV rnODUCT CANNED PRODUCT
--------------------- - - - ... - - -Average- - - Av: uos.n.'A.
alb Color
Variett
Average alb Average alb alb Color Color -Color-
Ratio Gro11po Year Color Ratio Color Ratio Ratio Loss Score Grade
1.5 51 s 1 0 57 1.49 .08 22 .3i~ D
1.6 So s 1 0 62 1 0 54 ()08 25. 3i~ c51 S 1 0 65 1~57 .08 26.0 A
L 1.65 1 0 30 .35 22c7~- D52 R 10 67 1.41 026 2306~f- c
1.7 50 s 1 0 76 1 0 19 .J. .03 27.3 A51 S 1 0 77 1 0 19 .58 19.0i~ D52 R 1.74 1.42 .32 25 0 0* C
le8 50 S 1~85 1 0 71 .14 27 0 0 A
R 1.83 1.51 ~32 25. 7~~ c
51 S 1 0 82 1.65 .17 26.6 A
R R 1.81 1.61 .20 25.9~*" C
L 1.86 1.50 .36 25.4* c52 R 1.86 1.45 .41 25.6* C
1.9 50 s 1 0 97 1.74 .23 26.9 A51 S 1.94 1 0 59 .35 26.0 A
R 1.94 1.62 .32 26.. 8 A
L 1 .. 94 loJ-+4 .50 24.8* c52 R 1 0 94 1~52 .1~2 26.4 A
2.0 50 s 24)04 lr..74 .30 27.6 A
R 2.02 1.69 .33 260 7 A51 S 2.03 1~53 .50 25.7i *" C
R 2.03 1.68 .35 27.3 A
L 2~o6 1.56 .50 26.0 A
52 R 2.06 1.56 .50 26,,) A
2.1 50 s 2e 15 1.84 .31 27.7 A
R 2.15 1.79 .36 27.3 A51 S 2.11 1.63 .54 26.5 A
R 2$15 la79 .36 28 0 3 A
L 2.15 1.68 .47 260 8 A
,2 R 20 14 1.51 .57 26.8 A
2.2 50 S 2.26 1.77 .49 27.5 A
R 2.28 10 90 .38 28 0 5 A51 S 20 23 1.73 .50 27.2 A
R 2.2J~ 1.77 .47 27.9 A
L 2.25 1.67 058 26.6 A
52 Ii. 2~25 1.73 .52 27.6 A
2.3 So s 2.3!~ 1.94 .40 28.7 A
R 2.30 1.97 .33 28 0 7 A$1 R 2.33 1.83 .50 28.4 A
L 2.35 1.86 .49 28.2 A
$2 R 2,34 1.74 .60 27.9 A
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TABLE XI (cont'd)
FtAW PRODUCT CAI~NED PRODUCT
----------- --------
- - - - - - -Average- - - Iv:- u.s..n.i.
alb Color Average alb Average alb alb Color Color -Color--
Ratio Groupo Year Var!ety#.... Color Ratio Color Itatio Ratio IJoss Score Grade
2,1.,. 50 R 2~44 1.-93 c51 28 0 6 A
51 R 2 G44 1.87 .57 28~3 A
52 R 2 0 1+3 1 0 93 .50 29 8 2 A
2.5 50 R 2<155 2 0 00 055 28.9 .t\
51 R 2.56 1 0 75 .81 28.0 A
52 R 2.56 10 92 .64 28 0 6 A
20 6 51 R 2~61 le87 .74 28~7 A
52 R 2f)61 2,,01 .60 29~5 A
2.7 52 R 2 0 71 1.86 ,85 28 8 5 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio values. 10 5 group includes all lots 1.,0
to In59, 1~6 group includes all lots 1~60 to 1 9 69, etc.
# - s (Stokeadale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red).
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TABLE XII Color Relationship between Hunter alb Color Ratios of Raw
Tomato Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A. Color Scores
and Grades by Year and Time of Inspection, Disregarding
Variety and Process.
RA1~T PRODUCT CAI~NED PRODUCT
.. --- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- --- - - ..
- - - .. - -- Average - - ... Xv: u.15.8.1.
alb Color
Inspection#
A.verage alb Average alb alb Color Color -Color-
Ratio Groupo Year Color Ratio Color Ratio Ratio Loss Score Grade
1.5 51 1 1.57 1~31 .26 22~0* D
2 1.57 1.24 ..33 23.0* c
3 1057 1.21 .30 22.0* D
1.6 50 1 1.62 1.45 .17 25.0i~ c
2 1.62 1.37 .25 27.0 A
:3 1.62 1.81 -I- .19 24 0 0* C
51 1 1.65 1.48 .17 2500~f- c
2 1.65 1.44 .21 25.3-* C
3 1.65 1.5~ .13 24.3* c
52 1 1.66 1.44 .22 23.3"* C
2 1.69 1.36 .33 24.0i~ c
1.7 50 1 1.76 1.74 .02 27.0 A
2 1.76 1.61 .15 21.0 A
3 1.16 2.02 + .26 28.0 A
51 1 1.71 1.14 .63 15.o~~ D
.3 1.71 10 23 .54 23 e O* C
52 1 1.74 1.40 .34 25.0-* c
2 1.74 1.4l~ .30 25.o-)} c
1.8 50 1 1.85 1.65 .20 26.2 A
2 1.85 1.53 .32 27.6 A
3 1.85 1 0 88 f .03 26.8 A
51 1 1.84 1.56 .28 26.5 A
2 1.8L. 1.t~8 .36 2507i E- c
3 1.84 1$66 .18 25. 2{~ c
52 1 1.86 1.44 .42 25~8* C
2 1.86 1.47 .39 25.5* c
1.9 50 1 1.97 1.68 .29 27.0 A
2 1.97 1.63 .34 27.0 A
3 1.97 1.92 .05 26.7 A
51 1 1.94 1.58 .36 26.4 A
2 1.94 1.52 .42 25. 8~~ c
3 1.94 1.58 .36 25.5* c
52 1 1.94 1.57 .37 26~3 A
2 1.94 1.49 .45 26.5 A
2.0 ,a 1 2.03 1.67 .36 27.0 A
2 2.03 1.63 .l~o 28.0 A
3 2.03 1.89 .14 27.4 A
51 1 2.04 1.65 .39 27.4 A
2 2.04 1.57 .47 26.8 A
3 2.04 1.68 .36 26.1 A
52 1 2.06 1.58 .48 260 4 A
2 2.06 1.55 .51 26~3 A
" ...
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TABLE XII (cont'd)
RA1~r PRODUCT CANNED PRODuc't
~---~-----------~~~---- ---~---~~~e---~:~~~C
alb Color
Inspection#
Average a,Lb Average alb alb Color Color -Color-
Ratio Groupo Year Color Ratio Color llatio Ratio Loss Score Grade
2.1 50 1 2.15 1.79 .36 21.2 A
2 2.15 1.69 .46 27.9 A
3 2.15 1.96 .19 27.4 A
51 1 2.15 1~75 .40 27.7 A
2 2.15 1 0 61 .48 27.4 A
3 2.15 1.76 .39 27.3 A
$2 1 2.14 1.59 .55 26.9 A
2 2.14 1.56 .58 26.7 A
2.2 50 1 2.21 1.82 .45 27.8 A
2 2.21 1.73 .54 28.3 A
3 2.27 1.97 .30 28.1 A
51 1 2.24 1."76 .48 27.8 A
2. 2.24 1.12 .52 27.6 A
3 2.24 1.78 .46 27.6 A
,2 1 2.25 1.72 .53 21.6 A
2 2.25 1.74 .51 27.6 A
2.3 50 1 2.33 1.90 .43 29.0 A
2 2.33 1.85 .48 28.3 A
3 2.33 2.09 .24 28.7 A
51 1 2.34 1•. 84 .50 28.3 A
2 2.34 1.80 .54 28.4 A
3 2,34 1.88 .46 28.3 A
52 1 2.34 1.73 .61 27.6 A
2 2,34 1.76 .58 28.1 A
2.4 50 1 2.44 1.92 .$2 28.6 A
2 2.L~4 1.82 .62 28.5 A
3 2.44 2.04 .40 28.5 A
51 1 2.4!~ 1.87 .57 28.5 A
2 2.44 1.84 .60 28.0 A
3 2.44 1.91 .53 28.3 A
52 1 2.4.3 1.91 .52 29.0 A
2 2.43 1.95 .48 29.3 A
2.5 50 1 2.55 2.00 .55 28.1 A
2 2.55 1.91 .64 29.3 A
3 2.55 2.09 .46 28.8 A
51 1 2.56 1.78 .78 28.0 A
2 2.56 1.64 .92 29.0 A
3 2.56 1.83 .73 27.0 A
52 1 2.56 1.92 . .64 28.8 A
2 2.56 1.93 .63 28.5 A
2.6 51 1 2.61 1.86 .75 28.5 A
2 2.61 1.85 .76 29.0 A
3 2.61 1.91 . .70 28.5 A
52 1 2.61 1.96 . .65 30.0 A
2 2.61 2.05. .56 29.0 A
2.7 52 1 2.71 1.92. .79 28.0 A
2 2.71 1.79 .92 . 29.0 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio values. 1.5 group includes all lots 1.50 to
1.59, 1•.6 group includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, etc.
# - Inspection (1 - After two months storage; 2 ~ After 6 months; 3 - After 10 months)
i~ - Indicates limitin~ fule 'J\J'ithin f=!rade.
; . .,
\ :
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TABLE XIII Color Relationship between Hunter alb Color Ratios of Rrov
Tomato Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A. Color Score
by Process, Disregarding Variety, Year and Time of Inspection.
RA'''r PRODtlCT CANNED PRODUCT
------------------ - - - - - - -Average- -- -Av.-u:s7n:A:-
alb Color
Process#
Average alb Average alb alb Color Color -color
Ratio Groupo Color Ratio Color Ratio Ratio Loss Score Grade
1.5 9 1.57 1.49 .08 22. 3~~ D
1.'6 1 1.64 1.28 •.36 22 • .3i f- D
2 1.69 1.45 ,24 24.3* c
7 1.68 1.60 8,08 25.~~ c
9 1.65 1.57 .08 26.1 A
1.7 1 1.74 1.42 .32' 25.0i~ C
5 1.77 1.19 .58 19.0* D
1.8 0 1.83 1.73 .10 28.3 A
1 1.83 1.48 .35 2$.3* c
2 1.86 1.60 .26 26.3 A
5 1.85 1.49 .36 25.1~ c
9 1.8j 1.76 .07 27.0 A
1.9 1 1.93 1.55 .38 25.9-* c
2 1.93 1.58 .35 25.6* c
5 1.97 1.49 .48 25.6* c
6 1.96 1.62 .34 26.7 A
7 1.95 1.55 .40 25. 8~~ c
8 1.91 1.61 .30 25.8~- c
9 1.97 1.58 .39 26.6 ' A
2.0 1 2.05 1.65 .40 27.0 A
2 2.05 1.64 .41 26.7 A
.5 2.03 1.50 .53 25 .5~} c
6 2.03 1.64 .39 26.9 A
7 2.03 1.69 .34 28.0 A
8 2.00 l.61 .39 21.3 A
9 2.02 1.59~ .43 26.6 ; A
2.1 0 2.14 1.71 .43' 27.8 A
1 2,15 1.70 .45 27.6 A
2 2.15 1.64' .51 26.6 A
6 2.18 1.70 .48 21.1 A
8 2.15 1.74 .41 27.8 A
9 2.15 ' 1.78 .37 27.8 A
2.2 1 2.25 1.75 .50 21.7 A
2 2.24 1.76 .48 27.4 A
7 2.25 1.69 .56 27.5 A
8 2.24 1.74 .50 21.8 A
9 2.25 1.78 .47 28.6 h A
2.3 1 2.34 1.85 .49 28.6 A
2 2.34 1.78' .56 27.8 A
7 2.35 1.87 .48 29.0 A
8 2.31 1.80 .51 27.8 A
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TABIJE XIII (cont' d)
RA1nr PRODUCT CANNED PI~ODUCT
---------~-------- - - - - - - -Average- - - -Avo-rJ:S:D7A: -
alb Color
Process#
Average alb Average alb alb Color Color - Color
Ratio Groupo Color Ratio Color Ratio Ra.tio Loss Score Grade
--_._---_...._-
-
2.4 1 2~1+3 1 0 85 058 28.5 A
2 2.h4 1.91 e53 28.4 A
8 2.45 1.90 .55 28.3 A
2.5 1 2.57 1.97 .80 29c O A
2 2.5J..,. 1.77 .77 27 e 8 A
2.6 1 2.61 2.01 .60 29.5 A
2 2.61 1.85 .76 28.7 A
8 2.61 1.89 .72 28.7 A
2c 7 2 2.71 1.86 .85 28.5 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio values~ 1.5 group includes all lots
1.50 to 1.59, 1,6 group includes all lots 1.60 to 1.69, etc.
H - 1 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - i'Talker 1r!allace
2 Hot Break - ~alker 'Vallace
5 Cold Brealc - 1 Extract-1JIallory
6 Hot Break ~ Mallory
7 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - Conventional Cook
8 Hot Break - Conventional Cook
9 Cold Break - 1 Extract - '~!alker i7allace
o Cold Break - 1 Extract - Conventional Cook
* - Indicates linliting rule rritllin grade.
. " .. :.
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TABLE XIV Color llelationship betv~een Hunter alb Color Ratios of RarT Tomato
Juice, Canned Tomato Juice and U.S.D.A. Color Scores by Process"
Year and Variety Disregarding Time of Inspection.
RA1~r PR,ODUCT CANNED PRODUCT
~---------------------- -------~-----------Average
alb Color h'o- Var- Average alb Average alb alb Color Color Color
Ratio a·roupo cessll ietyX Year Color Ratio Color Ratio Ratio 1'055 Score Grade
1 0 5 9 s 51 1.57 1,49 .08 22 s3-~~ D
1.6 1 s 50 1.62 1.54 .08 25.3~~ c
R 52 1.61 1.24 .37 21.0~~ D
L 51 1.65 1.30 .35 22. 7~(- D
2 R 52 1.69 1~h5 .21.t. 24.2-~ C
9 S 51 1.65 1 .. 57 .08 26Q1 A
1 ..7 1 s 50 1 0 76 1.79 +.03 27.3 A
R 52 1.74 1.42 .32 25.0-* C
5 S 51 1.77 1el18 .59 19.0~*, D
1.8 0 s 51 1.83 1.73 .10 28.3 A
1 S 50 1.86 1.71 .15 27.1 A
R 50 1.83 1.51 .32 25. 7-~~ c
51 10 81 1.62 .19 25.5-:c- C
52 1.85 1 ft 33 .52 25.5~~ C
L 51 1.85 1,1-1-6 .39 24. 8-~ c
2 S 50 1.81 1.72 .09 25.9-:i- C
R 51 1.82 1.60 .22 26 0 7 A
52 1.88 1.58 .30 25. 8'~c- c
L .51 1.86 1.62 .2!~ 26.7 A
L" S 51 1.80 l.!~7 .33 24.3~(- c;)
L 51 1.87 1.49 .38 25ft3~~ c
9 S 51 1.83 1.76 .07 27.0 A
1.9 1 s So lfl97 1.75 .22 26.9 A
Sl 1.92 1.65 .27 25.71i- C
R 51 1 0 91~ 1.68 .26 27.2 A
$2 1~94 1.53 l'!~1 26.6 A
L 51 1.92 1.40 .52 24. 9~~ c
2 S 51 1.91 1.68 .23 26.2 A
R 51 1.92 1G66 .26 27.0 A
L 51 1.95 10 4.' .50 24.2~*, c
5 S 51 1.99 1.45 .54 25.4·* c
R 51 1.92 1.57 .35 26 0 0 A
L 51 1.97 1.48 .L~9 25. 7·~(- c
6 S 51 1.99 1.64 .35 27.0 A
R 51 1.92 1.59 .33 26.3 A
7 S 51 1.95 1.55 .40 25. 8~" c
8 S 51 1<t91 1.61 .30 25. 8~~ c
9 S 51 1.96 1.58 .38 26.4 A
R $1 1.98 1.58 .40 26.9 A
2.0 1 S 50 2.04 1.74 .30 27.6 A
R 50 20 02 1.69 .33 26.7 A
51 2.05 1.73 .32 27.4 A52 2,06 1.59 .45 26.6 A
L 51 2.06 1.56 .50 26.4 A
.'.
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TABLE XIV (cont'd)
RA'~J PRODUCT CANNED PRODUCT
--~------------------~ -------b~~e--------
alb Color Pro- Var- Average alb Average alb alb Color Color Color
Ratio Groupo cess# ietyX Year Color Ratio Color H,atio Ratio Loss Score Grade
.
2.0 2 R 51 2.04 1.76 .28 27e7 A
(cont'd) 52 2.06 1.51 .55 25.8* c
L 51 2.07 1.56 .51 25.7'*' C
5 S 51 2.ol~ 1.42 .62 24. 5-~~ c
R 51 2.02 1.54 .48 26.2 A
L 51 2.07 1.58 .49 25 .3-~ c
6 S 51 2.02 1.66 .36 26&9 A
R 51 2.05 1~60 .45 27.0 A
7 R 51 2.03 1.69 .3l~ 28.0 A
8 R 51 2.00 1.61 .39 27.3 A
9 S 51 2.03 1.51 .52 25.9* C
R 51 2.00 1.74 .26 28.1 A
2.1 0 R 50 2.1$ 1.75 .40 28.0 A
L 51 2.12 1.67 ..35 27.7 A
1 S 50 2.15 1.84 .31 27.7 A
R 50 2.15 1.79 .36 27.3 A
51 2.15 1.73 .42 28.0 A
52 2.13 1.66 .47 27.3 A
L 51 2.15 1.67 (\48 27.1 A
2 S 51 2.17 1.65 4>52 26.3 A
R 51 2.15 1.88 .27 28.0 A
52 2.11.J. 1.52 &62 26.5 A
L )1 2.16 1.67 .h9 26~o A
6 S 51 2.18 1.70 .48 27.1 A
8 R 51 2.16 1.79 .37 29.0 A
L 51 2 .JJ~ 1.68 .46 26.7 A
9 S 51 2.17 1.1~1 .76 25. 3~~ C
R 51 2.15 1.86 .29 28.7 A
L 51 2.14 1.80 .34 26.7 A
2.2 1 S 50 2.26 1 e 77 .49 27.5 A
51 2.20 1.73 .47 27.0 A
R 50 2.28 1.90 .38 28.5 A51 2.25 1.77 .48 27.8 A
52 2.25 1.?5 .50 28.0 A
L 51 2.26 1 0 55 .71 26.3 A
2 S 51 2.25 1.80 .45 26.4 A
R 51 2.23 1.80 .43 27.9 A
$2 2.25 1.71 .54 27.2 A
L 51 2.24 1.72 .52 26 0 7 A
7 S 51 2.23 1•.69 .54 27.2 A
H. 51 2.26 1.70 .56 27.6 A
8 S 51 2.25 1.78 .47 28.0 A
R 51 2.23 1.73 •.50 27.7 A
9 R 51 2.25 1.78 .47 28.5 A
2.3 1 s 50 2.34 1.94 .40 28.7 A
R 50 2.30 1.97 .33 28.7 ASl 2.33 1.86 .47 28.6 A52 2.33 1.74 .59 28.4 A
L 51 2.37 2.02 .35 28.7 A
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T~~LE XIV (cont'ct)
RA1!! PRODUCT CANNED PRODUCT
------------~--------- - - - - - .... -Average- - - - - - - - -
alb Color Pro-, var? Average alb Average alb alb Color Color ColorRatio Groupo cessff iet Yea,r Colol" Ratio Color Ratio Ratio Loss Score Grade
2.3 2 R 51 2.34 1.81 .53 28.1 A
(cont'd) 52 2.35 1.74 .61 27.2 A
L 51 2• .33 1.76 .57 27.6 A
7 R 51 2$34 1.82 .52 28 0 7 A
L 51 2ft 37 2.00 .37 29'J7 A
8 R 51 2.31 1.80 051 28.0 A
2.4 1 R 50 2.44 1.92 .52 28 0 6 A
$1 24t}.~3 1.77 .66 27.9 A
52 2 .t~3 1.93 .50 29.2 A
2 R 51 2 0 44 1,91 .53 28.4 A
8 R 51 2.45 1.90 .55 28.3 A
2.5 1 R 'a 2.55 2.00 .55 29.0 A52 2 0 57 1.97 .60 29.0 A
2 R 51 2.56 1.75 .81 28.0 A
52 2.51 1.79 .72 27.5 A
2.6 1 R 52 2.61 2.01 .60 29.5 A
2 R 51 2.61 1.85 .76 28.7 A
8 R 51 2.61 1.89 .72 28.7 A
2.7 2 R S2 2.71 1.85 .86 28.5 A
o - All lots grouped in alb color ratio values. 1~5 group includes all lots 1.50
to 1.59, 1 0 6 group includes all lots 1 0 60 to 1.69~ etc.
# - 1 Cold Brealc - 2 Extracts - 1.'7alker 1~rallace
2 flat Break - lNalker tNallace
5 Cold Break - 1 Extract-Mallory
6 'Hot Break - Mallory
7 Cold Break - 1 Extract~Mal1ory
8 Hot Break - Conventional Cook
9 Cold Break - 1 Extract - i~alker Wallace
o Cold Break - 1 Extract - Conventional Cook
x - S (Stokesdale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red)
* - Indicates limiting rule within grade.
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TJiBLE XV. Yield Relationshi.p by Raw Product Composition, Process, Year
and Variety in Percent Yield of Raw Juice prior to Processing
for 1951 and 1952.
Lot Rat:' Procitlct
!')rocess#
Average Percent
NO e C et- x Variety·~~ Yield of Raw JuiceOlnpos~ ~on t __
1 100-0-0 1 S 72.0
R 7ge9
L 76.1
2 s 70.5
R 80.0
L 81.3
S 71.0
R 59.0
L 61.0
6 s 77e5
7 S 72 t O
R 85.0
L 75.0
8 R 82~O
9 S 65.3
R 66.5
3 75-25-0 1. R 78 Q O
L 78.0
2 R 76.8
L 83 ..0
S s 76 f1 o
R 59 0 0
6 S 85.0
R 70.0
9 S 72.0
7 50-50-0 1 R 18.1
L 77.0
2 R 81.6
L 83.0
5 s 76.0
L 73 e O
6 S 84.0
8 0-100-0 0 S 61.0
L 62.0
1 S 71.5
R 81.0
L 76.0
2 s 75 0 0
R 77.7
L 79.0
S S '78.0
L 76,.0
6 s 78.0
7 s 71.5
R 80.0
8 s 75.0
R 77.0
9 s 56.0
R 62.0
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TABLE XV (cont'd)
Lot
!'Io.
Ra~v Product Average Percent
......£.ompositionx ,_~o_.c_e_s_s_#.......__V_a...r ..ie_t....y_·~*'__.-._Y_i_e_l_d_of_R_a_vv_J:u_~_.c_e_
13
14
IS
20
75-0-25
50-50-0
25-75-0
Field Run
1
2
1
2
1
2
5
6
9
o
1
2
5
6
7
8
9
R
R
R
R
R
L
R
S
S
S
R
R
L
R
R
L
S
R
R
R
s
R
82.3
77.2
75e5
75.0
82.0
77.0
83.0
74.0
59.0
75.4
840 0
81 0 0
60.0
78~O
68.0
78.0
78.5
81.0
68.0
61.6
x - 1st number indicates %No. l's; 2nd No. %No. 2's account color; and
3rd No. %No.2' s a.,ccoUl1t defects.
# - 1 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - 17alker iM"allace
2 Hot Break - Walker Wallace
;; Cold Break - 1 Extract-~~1al~lory
6 Hot Break - Mallory
7 Cold Break - 2 Extracts - Conventional Cook
8 Hot Break - ConventioDal Cook
9 Cold Break - 1 Extract - ~Valker Wallace
o Cold Brea.lc - 1 Extract - ConventioIlal Cook
~~ - S (Stokesdale); R (Rutgers); L (Long Red).
, t
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